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Abstract

This report investigates research opportunities in manned suborbital
flights and gives future recommendations for relevant parties to seize
such opportunities. The objective is to make a summary of the current
state and elaborate on possible future steps to take. The study uses a
research- and analysis-based approach, with stakeholder interviews being
an important contribution to the analysis, as well as open-source mate-
rials such as market analyses and research papers. Emerging suborbital
flight vehicle developers are studied, as well as the future demand for
suborbital flights. Major space research areas are investigated in terms
of current experiments conducted, platforms used for experiments and
their drivers and drawbacks, and future goals and dreams.

The demand for suborbital flights is expected to grow up to 40% in
coming years, out of which space research will account for 24%. Key
characteristics of currently used platforms are microgravity time and
level, payload capacity, flight and re-flight opportunities, launch flex-
ibility and cost. The cost per kg of payload for suborbital flights is
a competitive k€0.5-5. Suborbital flights can fill a gap in research in
biology, physiology and human research, astrobiology/exobiolgy, atmo-
spheric physics, space technology, and education. There are also fu-
ture opportunities for satellite launch, with a growing demand for small-
satellite launches. Future recommendations for Sweden are to develop
institutional support for suborbital flights on an EU level, and to initi-
ate collaborations for a suborbital flights program with a vehicle concept
that provides better microgravity time and level than parabolic flights,
and offers the possibility to have a human operator.

KEYWORDS: suborbital flight, space research, research opportunities,
emerging segment





Executive Summary

Suborbital flights present many opportunities in space research. With va-
rying concept alternatives, the flexibility is high. Chapter 1 investigates
two suborbital flight concepts in detail, SpaceShipTwo (SS2) and Lynx.
SS2 and Lynx both offer a competitive research environment based on
current information. The payload capacity is 200-600 kg and microgra-
vity times and levels are in the order of 5 minutes of 10−3g. The demand
for suborbital flights will increase by up to 40% in a ten-year period,
creating a positive development for the segment overall. Research will
be almost a fourth of the future market demand. A key parameter to
consider is the price elasticity connected to ticket price sensitivity.

A study of current space research is made in Chapter 2 and a compa-
rison of suborbital flights and existing platforms is carried out in Chapter
3. Suborbital flights will have a high flight frequency compared to exis-
ting platforms; daily flights compared to some 20 to 50 per year. They
are competitive in terms of cost of flight, starting at the same level as
parabolic flights and being up to some 12 times lower in cost compared
to sounding rockets.

The results show that if suborbital flights can provide better times
and levels of reduced gravity than parabolic flights and more recurrent
flight opportunities and higher re-flight possibility than sounding roc-
kets, they can be used as platform for research in biology, physiology
and human research, astrobiology/exobiolgy, atmospheric physics, space
technology, and education. There are also future opportunities for satel-
lite launch, connected to a growing demand for small-satellite launches.

Future recommendations for relevant parties, such as Swedish space
industry and the Swedish National Space Board, are:

• Immediate action on EU level: Develop institutional support for
suborbital flights in Europe in terms of both regulations and fun-
ding, and

• Long-term action on national level: Initiate collaboration for a
suborbital flights program consisting of a concept that can pro-
vide better microgravity time and level than parabolic flights, and
the possibility for a human operator.

The benefits of being part of the commercial spaceflight evolution,
specifically in suborbital flights, are enabling future growth in Swedish
space industry on a national level. It also creates further European and
international collaborations that lets Sweden be part of future spacef-
light.
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Introduction

One of the most vexing problems
in space research is that so little
has changed in 50 years...

Alan S. Stern

Throughout history, space has always been an important platform to solve challenges that
humanity faces within science and development. But even though space has been an enabler,
it has also been a bottleneck because of the complexity and high costs associated with space
missions. Now, all this might be about to change forever.

In recent years a new scene in spaceflight has emerged – reusable commercial spaceflight.
Driven by mankind’s ancient will to explore the world, together with an innovative approach,
several companies have appeared and develop new concepts to get into space. These companies
are pushing the barriers for space business forward, creating access to space that has not been
available before. One specific segment is literally creating access to space for people: manned
suborbital flights.

One novelty that the emerging companies bring to the table is the focus on costs. They are
not only creating physical access to space, they are offering it for an affordable sum. Of the more
developed concepts available in today’s manned suborbital flights segment, many are American
or of American background. These companies have so far been able to raise both money and
governmental support for their vehicles and spaceflight systems. Europe and others parts of the
world are following suit, but are to-date comparatively far behind. The US currently holds the
lead in this new segment, so Europe and other continents face potential challenges, along with
numerous opportunities.

And here, at the tipping point of future spaceflight, this study commences. With the advent
of commercial manned suborbital flights launching, the question is not if something will change
in the spaceflight business, but how. A creative start-up scene at the moment, suborbital flights
offer much more than just space tourism. The possibilities of utilizing the vehicles for research
is a rising subject. Researchers are recurring customers, as opposed to space tourists, and thus
potentially a recurring source of income to the vehicle operators. But to know if these new
vehicles are suitable for research purposes, the research opportunities must be evaluated.

This master thesis work investigates the question: What are the research opportunities
in suborbital flights? It presents the current general outlook, what parameters are still
unknown in this new segment, and suggestions for the spaceflight industry on how to seize the
opportunities.
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Background

Sweden has established experience from launching sounding rockets and balloon flights from
Esrange in Kiruna in Northern Sweden, and recurrent successful collaborations as a member of
the European Space Agency, ESA. Since 2007, Spaceport Sweden is actively working towards
making Kiruna the primary European Spaceport for commercial human spaceflight. With
a long-standing legacy of high-quality competence and technology within the space business,
Sweden has much to gain from exploring investing in the manned suborbital flights segment.

There are undoubtedly many opportunities in this emerging segment, but there are also
uncertainties. What is the added value for Swedish space industry? Can suborbital flights
provide Swedish spaceflight industry with new tools to continue the development of the industry
and take it further than previously imagined? Where can close collaborations be developed and
maintained nationally, and possibly within Scandinavia? Will there be profitable new services
both provided to and obtained by interested parties?

This master thesis work is officially conducted at Spaceport Sweden with Karin Nilsdotter
as co-supervisor. It focuses on investigating opportunities for the existing environment. The
target is to understand how the new vehicles in the suborbital flights segment can strengthen
and complement current space industry and activities, specifically the Swedish industry. To
limit the scope, the study concentrates on one specific area of opportunities, namely research
opportunities. The result of the study is a summary of research opportunities in suborbital
flights, and a recommendation for future steps to take – to truly launch Sweden’s next adventure.
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Method

Study design
The main goal of this study is to answer the question What are the research opportunities
in suborbital flights? A second goal is to provide recommendations that will enable taking
advantage of such research opportunities.

The study is conducted in three steps:

1. Investigating open-source materials, such as published papers, research articles, market
analyses and public items and reviews on the topic,

2. Conducting stakeholder interviews with researchers, industry, governmental agencies and
other organizations that both have knowledge of and/or shown an interest in suborbital
flights,

3. Compiling and analyzing information, and drawing conclusions based on the findings.

The study aims at identifying research opportunities in suborbital flights for various research
areas, regardless of the research area itself, its currently used platforms, and other parameters.
The result is an summary of possible research opportunities in suborbital flights for different
research areas. An additional result of the study is a proposal on future steps to take in order
to seize these opportunities.

Selection of interviewees
In order to conduct stakeholder interviews with researchers, industry, governmental agencies
and other organizations, the following steps were taken:

1. Identify and compile research areas, industries and organizations of interest to the study,

2. Develop suitable means of communicating with and engaging interviewees, and scheduling
interviews.

Identifying interviewees
For the purposes of this study, interviewees are differentiated by their connection to research
and suborbital flight vehicles. Three groups are defined, namely:

• Researchers – Researchers, scientists and other people connected to specific research ar-
eas by their work, which also includes experiment developers and experiment hardware
developers,
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• Industry – Companies involved in developing and/or manufacturing suborbital vehicles,
as well as other parties connected to the area of investigation from an industry point of
view,

• Governmental agencies and other organizations – National space boards, non-profit orga-
nizations, and other organizations with an interest and/or knowledge in suborbital flights.

Researchers

The research areas of interest for this study are any areas which could potentially have research
opportunities in suborbital flights. These research areas may include, but are not limited to,
any research using reduced gravity environments (henceforth sometimes also referred to as mi-
crogravity) in the experiments, atmospheric sciences, astrophysics, testing of new spacecraft and
sensor technologies, and education purposes. Hence, researchers and other people connected by
their work to any such areas, are considered potential interviewees for the study. No particular
exclusion criteria is used when deciding on potential interviewees from this group.

Industry

It is also of interest to investigate the industry, since it may result in alternate and/or com-
plementary information. The main interesting parties are companies involved in developing
and/or manufacturing suborbital vehicles, for instance Virgin Galactic and XCOR, as well as
other parties connected to the area of investigation from an industry point of view. No particular
exclusion criteria is used when deciding on potential interviewees from this group.

Governmental agencies and other organizations

Lastly, interesting parties from governmental and other organizations are considered. Inter-
viewees with this background can further widen the perspective of realization of research in
suborbital flights, and possibly provide additional opinions compared to researchers’ and in-
dustry views. Interesting parties are among others national space boards, such as the Swedish
National Space Board, SNSB, the European Space Agency, ESA, and non-profit organizations,
for example Suborbital Research Association, SRA. No particular exclusion criteria is used when
deciding on potential interviewees from this group.

Recruiting interviewees
Due to the time scale of the study, the selection of interviewees was based on the available
network of people, originating from the author herself, the main supervisor Christer Fuglesang
and the co-supervisor Karin Nilsdotter. During the course of the study additional input from
other people was also accepted. At no point during the course of the study were any potential
interviewees deselected because of personal reasons. The selection process was ongoing, since
input on potential interviewees were continuously obtained.

The number of selected participants from the three different groups (researchers, industry,
and governmental and other organizations), vary significantly. Due to the limited time scale of
the study, contacting and scheduling interviews with people from the industry proved difficult
during the course of the study, which resulted in very few interviews from this group. Fur-
thermore, due to the limited time scale of the study contacting and scheduling interviews with
people from governmental agencies and other organizations was prioritized below interviews
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with researchers and industry during the course of the study. This resulted in fewer interviews
from this group.

The recruitment process was carried out in the following steps:

1. Develop standardized email template with invitation to participate in interview.

2. Contact potential interviewees by email using template.

3. Follow-up on interview dates and times, including both face-to-face and telephone or
online media interviews.

A list of potential interviewees, and indicators for their participation in the study, can be
found in Appendix A. Out of all invited potential interviewees, only very few were not able to
participate. Reasons for interviews not being conducted were exclusively inability to find time
to meet within the period the study was carried out.

Information collection
Written sources
Written sources include published reports on suborbital flights, such as market analyses and
investigations on the platform and what it may offer, articles on suborbital flights, and other
potential information sources found either printed or online. An instrumental part of written
sources are the Payload User’s Guides provided by the suborbital vehicle developer companies.

Conducting interviews
Gathering information via conducting interviews is an important addition to written sources in
this study, because suborbital flights are comparatively new and the number of written sources
relevant to the study is thus limited. The material resulting from interviews composes the main
part of the information on which the analysis is based.

A set of questions were developed to serve as a foundation for interviews and follow-up
discussion with potential interviewees. The list of questions can be found in Appendix A. Based
on these questions, the resulting discussions of the interviews were compiled in a standardized
format, allowing comparisons between interviews and quick overview of information.

Information analysis
Using the collected information from both written sources and interviews, the analysis is con-
ducted. The aim of the study is to identify research opportunities in suborbital flights and
present a summary of these opportunities, so the results of the analysis is presented as a list of
opportunities by research area and combined with a recommendation for future actions taking
advantage of said opportunities.

Disclaimer
The reader is requested to take note that the result of the interviews do not represent official
statements from the companies or organizations that the interviewees are employed by.
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Chapter 1

Suborbital flights – The basics

1.1 What are suborbital flights?

In general terms, suborbital flights could be thought of as any launched vehicle that during the
course of its flight reaches space, i.e. 100 km, but does not complete a revolution around the
Earth. During some period of the flight, the vehicles will experience so-called microgravity. For
the purposes of this study, this term refers to a gravity environment which is considerably lower
than the normal gravity pull on Earth; 1g. It is in this work used interchangeably with the
term reduced gravity.

To avoid confusion regarding the term suborbital flights, it will henceforth refer to reusable
vehicles – a system of launch vehicle and separable vehicle, or a single vehicle – with the
possibility of being manned, either by dedicated pilots or flight passengers. Additionally, it is
important to stress the fact that the reusability aspect refers to a relatively short period of time
in-between launches, specifically in the order of one launch per day.

1.2 How does it work?

The companies developing and manufacturing suborbital flight vehicles today are often privately
owned and operated, possibly collaborating to some extent with governmental agencies and or-
ganizations. Funding is also by private means from different stakeholders. This is a distinct
difference compared to some of the currently used space research platform providers. One ex-
ample is the European Space Agency, ESA, which provides researchers with suitable experiment
platforms through their different programs and campaigns. When considering research opportu-
nities in suborbital flights, this is an important parameter, since private companies potentially
provide different boundary conditions for operations compared to governmental programs.

Common to all suborbital flight vehicles is the possibility of being manned, and often the
necessary condition of being piloted to some extent. Launch sites vary, but to-date generally
relate to the geographical origin of the company. As an example, many American companies use
existing launch sites in the US, such as Spaceport America in New Mexico or Mojave Air and
Space Port in California. Launch sites often provide facilities for both experiment preparation
and for the researchers themselves. Personnel needed to conduct the flight, for instance the pilot
and ground personnel, is generally provided by the spaceflight company. Payload integration
is similar to today’s payload integration in some currently used platforms, and depends on the
suborbital vehicle used and that company’s regulations.
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1.3. SUBORBITAL FLIGHT COMPANIES

1.3 Suborbital Flight Companies
Among the more established suborbital flight vehicle developers are companies selected as flight
providers to the NASA Flight Opportunities Program. According to NASA’s Space Technology
Mission Directorate, suborbital flights companies include Virgin Galactic and XCOR Aerospace
Inc. [18]. For the purpose of this study, these two companies have been investigated to greater
depth compared to other potential suborbital flight vehicle providers. These companies are
currently accepting research experiments proposals for flights planned within a couple years.
Table 1.1 on page 11 shows some key characteristics of the vehicles developed by Virgin Galactic
and XCOR Aerospace side-by-side for comparison. For more information on other emerging
suborbital flights companies and their concepts, see Appendix B.

1.3.1 Virgin Galactic
Virgin Galactic is a spaceflight company working towards creating a commercial spaceline. Their
spaceflight system consists of two vehicles; the heavy lift jet aircraft WhiteKnightTwo, WK2,
and the spaceplane SpaceShipTwo, SS2. Figure 1.1 shows the two vehicles together. The SS2
spaceship is released from its carrier WK2 during the course of the flight. It alone will reach
the overall maximum altitude of 110 kilometers [31].

Figure 1.1. The SpaceShipTwo and WhiteKnightTwo. Source:
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:The_three_noses_of_SpaceShipTwo_
and_White_Knight_Two.jpg

SpaceShipTwo has room for two pilots and six passengers. However, there are different
configurations depending on mission objectives. During a dedicated research flight, the baseline
crew will consist of two pilots and one so-called Flight Test Engineer, FTE. The FTE monitors
payloads in the cabin and can interact with payloads, although in a limited way [31]. Virgin
Galactic also offers the possibility for a person to accompany the payload if proper requirements
are met.

Flight profile

The flight of WhiteKnightTwo and SpaceShipTwo is described below [31]:

1. Mated climb to 15.5 km of WK2 and SS2 for ∼60-90 minutes,

2. After SS2 is released from WK2, a boost phase of about 60 seconds will take SS2 upwards
and to a maximum speed of Mach 4,
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CHAPTER 1. SUBORBITAL FLIGHTS – THE BASICS

3. SS2 coasts for 3-4 minutes, during which it reaches a peak altitude of 110 km,

4. Reentry phase of ∼70 seconds, down to an altitude of about 21.5 km,

5. SS2 glides back to land, which takes about 15 minutes.

A typical flight thus takes roughly around 2 hours from take-off to landing. The period of
reduced gravity aboard SS2 occurs during the coast phase. It lasts for 3-4 minutes and is 10−3g
to 10−5g at best [31].

Payload information

To-date, the suborbital payload capacity is 600 kg aboard SpaceShipTwo [31]. In the future,
WhiteKnightTwo will also have the possibility to carry payload, and thus being used for missions
separately. Today, payloads may only be mounted inside the SS2 cabin. However, Virgin
Galactic are developing alternatives for mounting payloads outside the cabin [31].

Aboard SpaceShipTwo a standard mounting interface is used for the payload structure.
Inside SS2, there are five mounting plates that can each hold a weight up to about 90 kg (200
lbs) and a volume corresponding to four so-called Middeck Locker Equivalents (MLE) [31]. MLE
refers to equivalents to the NASA Space Shuttle Middeck Lockers. Virgin Galactic offers three
standard flight configurations for payload sizing aboard SS2, but also allows for customized
configurations.

Onboard facilities and resources

Electrical power can be provided to payloads by SpaceShipTwo, operating from vehicle takeoff
to landing. Although currently under development, the payload power system will be able to
provide ∼50 Watts per MLE location at 24-28 Volts [31]. It will also be possible to change both
power and voltage levels to fit customized needs of the payload.

Furthermore, data may be stored real-time for payloads and a direct link to data streams
may be provided, in addition to the flight data collected and stored onboard for post-flight
downloading [31]. Direct links can enable for instance actuating parts of a payload during some
phase of the flight. The SS2 cabin will also store high resolution data, which will be available
for post-flight analysis [31].

Flight environment

The SpaceShipTwo and WhiteKnightTwo vehicles are designed and built to carry humans.
Therefore, the gravity loads that passengers and/or payload will experience during flights are
an important part of the development of the two vehicles. The maximum gravity load during
flight in nominal mode is 5g [31]. There is little detailed information on other factors possibly
affecting the payload, such as for instance different vibrations during flight.

1.3.2 XCOR Aerospace
XCOR Aerospace is a private American aerospace development company. XCOR has developed
a spaceplane called Lynx. There are three configurations of the vehicle, namely Lynx Mark I,
Lynx Mark II and Lynx Mark III. The Mark I vehicle is a prototype vehicle, which will undergo
a flight test program in 2015 [33]. The Lynx Mark II vehicle is the production version of the
Lynx vehicle. It is similar to Mark I, but has higher performance. Lynx Mark II is able to reach
altitudes up to ∼100 kilometers [32]. Figure 1.2 shows the Lynx vehicle.
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1.3. SUBORBITAL FLIGHT COMPANIES

Figure 1.2. The Lynx vehicle by XCOR. The physical configuration does not differ
between the models. Source: [32].

The Lynx spaceplane can carry two persons, one of which is a dedicated pilot. Standard
payloads can be either autonomous or under the control of the pilot. If there is a second flight
participant aboard the vehicle, it is possible for that person to interact with limited parts of
the payload during flight [32].

Flight profile

The flight profile of the Lynx models is the same, with the reached altitudes and time-lines
differing between the models. Both take-off and landing are horizontal. The flight profile is
described below [32]:

1. Engine start on the runway and Lynx takes off,

2. A few minutes after take-off, all engines shut down,

3. The vehicle free-falls upwards, entering a period of reduced gravity. During this phase,
the apogee is reached and after, Lynx continues to free-fall downwards,

4. At the end of reduced gravity period, Lynx starts a reentry phase,

5. Finally, it lands horizontally on the runway.

The total flight times for the three models are 21 minutes, 30 minutes and 30 minutes, for
Mark I, Mark II and Mark III respectively [32]. The time in reduced gravity, as well as the level
of reduced gravity also differs between the models. Time in reduced gravity ranges from 1-2
minutes for Mark I, to 3-6 minutes for Mark II [32; 34]. Mark I reaches a microgravity level of
or below 10−1g, whereas Mark II experiences 10−3g or below [32]. The details for Mark III are
still to be announced.

Payload information

The three different models of the Lynx can each carry payloads both inside the cabin and on the
outside. The current payload capacities of the different Lynx models are up to 280 kg for both
Mark I and Mark II, and up to 650 kg for Mark III [32]. With heavier payload, the maximum
altitude as well as the time in reduced gravity is decreased. XCOR distinguishes between so-
called primary payload and secondary payload. A primary payload determines flight trajectory,
date and mission objectives, whereas secondary payloads do not [32].
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Payloads can be integrated at four different locations; two inside the Lynx cabin, and two
outside. Figure 1.3 shows the payload locations of the Lynx vehicle. Payloads A and B are
inside the cabin, whereas payloads CP/CS and D are outside. The beside-pilot payload location
can either be integrated with payload or used by a flight participant. All payload locations have
different dimensions specified respectively. For instance, payload B can fit a container with a
maximum of two NASA Space Shuttle Middeck Lockers [32].

Figure 1.3. The four different payload locations offered on the Lynx vehicles; A and
B to the left, CP/CS and D to the right [32].

Onboard facilities and resources

Electrical power is provided to payloads by the Lynx vehicle. Nominal voltage is 28 Volts and
circuit breakers for each payload location ranging from 1 to 5 Amperes depending on location
[32]. XCOR offers the possibility to change the amount of power provided, and add additional
batteries, to fit payload needs.

According to XCOR’s development plans, a satellite-communication phone will be integrated
in the Lynx vehicle [32]. It can be used by the flight participant during flight. When not used,
it will be possible to use the phone as a data channel, for instance when needing real-time
telemetry [32]. There are also two in-cabin cameras recording during the flight.

Flight environment

During the course of flight, Lynx will experience different gravity load levels. High gravity loads
occur during the reentry phase (at pullout) and landing. Maximum nominal values are between
4g and 4.5g [32]. There is no detailed information available on neither in-cabin nor external
environment in terms of for example vibrations, or on possible contamination for the external
payloads.
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1.3. SUBORBITAL FLIGHT COMPANIES

Virgin Galactic XCOR Aerospace

System SS2 & WK2 Lynx
No. of persons 2 + 6 1 + 1
(pilot vs. passenger)
Altitude 110 km (SS2) ∼60 km (Mark I)

15 km (WK2) ∼100 km (Mark II)
∼70 km (Mark III)

Payload capacity Suborbital: 600 kg (SS2) Mark I, II:
∼280 kg (Payload D, max)

Mark III:
∼650 kg (Payload D, max)

Microgravity duration 3-4 mins (SS2) 1-2 mins or 3-6 mins
(Depending on vehicle model)

Microgravity level 10−3 to 10−5g 10−1 or below, or 10−3g or below
(Depending on vehicle model)

Interaction Human Human
(incl. free-floating
inside cabin)

Payload accessibility ∼hrs (pre-flight) ∼10 mins (pre-flight)
∼hrs (post-flight) ∼30 mins (post-flight)

Turn-around Flight frequency is daily Turnaround time: ∼2 hrs
No. of flights per day: 4

Requested timeline Request is okay down to 1 month,
from requested flight date

Available for flights After 2017 2017 (Mark II)
(due to high demand)

Table 1.1. Characteristics of the suborbital flight vehicles developed by Virgin
Galactic and XCOR Aerospace respectively. Sources: [31], [32], [24], [28].
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Chapter 2

Current space research – An overview

2.1 What is space research?
This study investigates research opportunities in suborbital flights, and there is at least one clear
starting point, namely considering current research. From a general point of view, the potential
research areas for suborbital flights can be summarized in a single term: space research. A
broad definition of the term is simply research related to space, either by the theory behind
it or by being conducted in space – or both. For the purposes of this study, the term will be
defined further.

Common space research areas are microgravity research, atmospheric sciences and astron-
omy, but there is also research on space technologies and student experiments that can include
scientific and technical research. Furthermore, research using satellites in space is a growing
area, and satellite launches will be investigated as a secondary research area. The main areas
considered to be included in the term space research for the purpose of this study are:

• Microgravity research, which is divided into the following two categories:

– Life sciences,
– Physical sciences,

• Atmospheric sciences and astronomy,

• Space technology development and demonstration,

• Education, and

• Satellite launch.

2.2 Current research areas
2.2.1 Microgravity as a tool for experiments
Microgravity research is commonly not referring to research on reduced gravity as such, but
rather a collective name for research where reduced gravity is used as a tool in experiments.
There are many fundamental processes and functions that are known to be affected by gravity.
One way to understand more about them is to treat gravity is as something variable, and
that is were microgravity environment can be useful. Reduced gravity enables different types of
experiments and investigations that are not possible to conduct on Earth. Microgravity research
can be divided into two main areas, namely life sciences and physical sciences.
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Life sciences research using microgravity

The area of life sciences includes, but is not limited to, experiments in

• biology,

• physiology and human research, and

• astrobiology/exobiology.

Experiments range from fundamental research to applications that can be brought back to
Earth. One area of interest in the field of biology is determining gravity threshold levels, which
is done in for instance on the ISS. This field of study includes investigating both individual cells
and somewhat larger organisms, such as smaller animals. Individual cells are able to detect
shifts in gravity in a matter of seconds. This gravity sensitivity eventually results in plants and
other living organisms growing in a certain direction on Earth. Investigating this phenomenon
increases the knowledge on how gravity affects living organisms. Current experiments include
growing multiple generations of plants and studying living mice on ISS. Figure 2.1 shows a
Russian experiment from 2003, where sprouts were grown on the ISS.

Figure 2.1. Sprouts were grown as part of a larger plant growth exper-
iment, in the Russian Zvezda Service Module on the ISS in 2003. Source:
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:ISS-06_Sprouts_on_the_Russian_
plant_growth_experiment.jpg.

Other biology experiments investigate cell and tissue growth, which has lead to deeper un-
derstanding of for example cell division [27]. Experiments on cytoskeleton changes, i.e. assembly
and organization of cytoskeleton in B-cells, has helped revealing methods of achieving clinical
down-modulation of the immune system [30].

Physiology and human research experiments cover a range of experiments connected to
different systems in living organisms, especially in humans. In microgravity it is possible to
study the acute effects of reduced gravity on for instance the balance and nervous systems.
Furthermore, it enables studies in lung physiology and circulatory physiology. As an example,
the structure of the lung is highly affected by gravity – something that has been known in
theory – and that can be verified in microgravity.

Furthermore, studying long-term effects of reduced gravity is an important part of physiology
and human research. Results from experiments conducted today is a vital part of preparations
for future human activities in space, such as missions to the Moon and Mars. Experiments
include investigating bone loss and the immune system, and are currently done on the ISS.
The immune system has also been studied in a short-term perspective. As an example, samples
exposed to a few minutes of microgravity using a sounding rocket have shown that the activation
of T-cells is impeded in microgravity [30]. This directly affects the efficiency of the immune
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system, an important feature to understand when considering long-duration manned missions
in reduced gravity.

Another field of research within life sciences is astrobiology/exobiology. In this field, re-
searchers are interested in the ambient space environment and how it affects living organisms.
Investigations hope to shed light on the origin and evolution of life, as well as prepare for future
manned space exploration missions [7]. Experiments include for instance exposing organisms to
this environment to see whether they survive or not, and how they are affected by it.

Physical sciences research using microgravity

Microgravity experiments within physical sciences are conducted in, for instance,

• fundamental physics,

• fluid and combustion physics, and

• material science.

They range from fundamental research aiming to understand more about the core of physics, to
practical research including actual manufacturing of materials. Common for physical sciences
experiments is the ability to enable measurements under controlled and simplified boundary
conditions, as well as the possibility to test models on data gathered in space.

In fluid physics, the reduced gravity environment provides the opportunity to study many
processes that are normally superimposed by gravity, such as diffusion and sedimentation. Mi-
crogravity experiments in fluid physics may include studying two phase flows, surface tension-
induced convection, capillary flow and critical point wetting.

Material sciences experiments include studying directional solidification, crystal growth,
diffusion in liquid metals, special alloys and much more. As an example, experiments have
shown that the solidification process of molten alloys works completely different in reduced
gravity environments. Alloys like stainless steel and brass solidify quickly. Experiments in
microgravity using high-resolution X-ray radiography have allowed researchers to understand
more about fractures and the drift of gas bubbles in investigated samples [30]. This knowledge
is important, since micro-porosity is a major defect in solidification processes and thus can affect
the properties of the material. Figure 2.2 shows an experiment were alloys were melted and
slowly solidified during the MASER-12 sounding rocket campaign.

Figure 2.2. From the MASER-12 sounding rocket experiment in 2012, researchers
were able to see how a gas bubble grows and drifts towards the hot side of the molten
alloys. Source: [30].
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2.2.2 Atmospheric sciences and astronomy
Atmospheric sciences and astronomy include, but are not limited to, experiments in

• atmospheric physics,

• auroral physics, and

• astrophysics.

Within atmospheric physics, researchers seek to understand the dynamics of the atmosphere.
Experiments can be conducted at altitudes from some 10 km to several hundred kilometers,
depending on the question at hand. Measurements and observations are made from an inside
environment or outside in the ambient space environment. One specific area of great interest is
the mesosphere, which is about 100 km in altitude. The main interest lies in being able to make
local observations at this altitude, which can yield knowledge on for instance interaction between
different elements, and clouds’ and air composition. Another part of atmospheric physics is
gathering data at high altitudes for global data bases, where the data covers variations in the
atmosphere with both time and space. Parameters measured are for instance temperature and
gas composition.

Auroral physics explores the principles behind the phenomenon of Aurora Borealis, also
called the Northern Lights. Like in research in atmospheric physics, experiments can be con-
ducted from both an inside and outside environment.

2.2.3 Space technology development and demonstration
For the purposes of this study, current space research where developing and testing technologies
and equipment is either a goal in itself, or a vital part of conducting an experiment as a whole,
is considered. Relevant research areas include, but are not limited to, all areas previously cov-
ered in this chapter. Grahn names a few examples of technology related research: subsystem
development, propellant handling in reduced gravity, re-entry and hypersonic propulsion tech-
nology [9]. For subsystem development the goal can be considered testing the technology itself,
whereas propellant handling and propulsion technologies also have connections to experiments
focused more purely on for example fluid physics.

For many research areas, technologies are tested in space before they are committed to large
scale space missions, such as going to the ISS. Within microgravity research in life sciences, one
example of space technology related research is the testing of life support systems. These multi-
phase technologies are crucial parts of future manned missions to space, and must be tested
in reduced gravity since that is part of their operating environment. The testing environment
requirements vary in terms of reduced gravity duration from weeks for cells to months for plants.

2.2.4 Education
Education and connections to academia is an important part of space research and a way to
attract new generations of researchers to the space research community. It is also a way to
increase focus on STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics) education, and
inspire students to chose that line of study. A manifestation of the importance of education, is
the numerous dedicated student experiments within different research areas. Grahn mentions
that student experiments are often technical tests of equipment, and that they can be conducted
on platforms such as sounding rockets and free-flying capsules [8].
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2.2.5 Satellite launch
Although it may be debatable whether using a vehicle to launch small satellites is space research
as such, there are synergies from such an operation and it could be an important utilization
of space research platforms. If deploying small satellites into low Earth orbit is available and
cost-effective, that can be a viable secondary objective of a platform. There are companies
focusing on creating a platform specifically for small satellite launch, for instance S3 [12].

Onboard satellites, different types of space research can be conducted. The size of the
satellite is a limiting factor because of instrument and equipment requirements. One area of
space research that frequently uses satellites is atmospheric sciences and astronomy. During the
last decade there has been a shift in satellite mass towards smaller satellites, such as nano- and
micro-satellites. Their sizes range from 1-10 kg for nano-satellites and up to about 90 kg for
micro-satellites. There is also the CubeSat concept, which is a cubic shaped satellite of 1 dm
weighing about 1 kg, and even smaller satellites. A general definition of small satellites includes
satellites of 1-50 kg [23].

During the past five or so years, the number of launched small satellites has increased
drastically. From somewhere around 20 satellites in 2010 to almost 160 in 2014 [4]. Forecasters
concur in their projections for future growth in this satellite segment. Because of this growth,
there is a potential to use space research platforms for small satellite launches, since there is a
demand for small satellite launches.
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Chapter 3

Comparing suborbital flights to current

platforms

When investigating suborbital flights as a possible research platform, it is of interest to know
not only the general characteristics of the platform itself, but also how it relates to the platforms
used for research today. Such platforms include, but are not limited to, drop towers, parabolic
flights, sounding rockets and the International Space Station.

3.1 Key characteristics of experiment platforms
There are any number of factors worth investigating when comparing different platforms for
research experiments. For the purposes of this study, the most frequently occurring charac-
teristics have been considered, to give an overview of the platforms. The factors considered
are:

• Flight characteristics: Maximum apogee, maximum gravity loads, time in microgravity,
level of microgravity.

• Vehicle characteristics: Payload capacity in terms of mass, volume, and possible place-
ment, safety demands, type of interaction between payload and researcher, onboard data
management, telemetry.

• Overall characteristics: Flight frequency, flexibility in terms of launch opportunity, pay-
load accessibility, time-line for total experiment (not including additional time for devel-
opment of for instance technology, prior to the conducting of the experiment).

3.1.1 Flight Characteristics
Characteristics of the flight, such as maximum apogee, is of interest since it may determine the
possibility to perform specific types of experiments in some research areas. Some experiments
in atmospheric research for example, need to reach a certain altitude to be able to make mea-
surements or observations. The environment during flight, with focus lying on gravity loads, is
also relevant in order to determine the fit between a platform and specific experiments. There
are experiments that are sensitive to high gravity loads, which makes it important to know that
information about the platform.

Furthermore, the reduced gravity period is of great interest for a large number of experi-
ments. Researchers behind those types of experiments rely on the platform to provide them with
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sufficient microgravity environment to perform the experiments. The time in reduced gravity
and the level of reduced gravity are considered the key characteristics to determine whether or
not a platform is suitable for such experiments. The two factors together describe the larger
part of the reduced gravity environment provided by a potential platform.

3.1.2 Vehicle characteristics

The payload capacity directly determines how large the experiment can be, in terms of both
mass and volume. Its placement also affects how suitable it is to use a certain platform. Some
experiments may need a clear view of the outside from within the vehicle or must be able
to take samples from the ambient space environment. Safety regulations can determine what
types of technologies and substances are allowed as part of the experiment, which may affect
if an experiment can be conducted with a specific platform or not. In material sciences, toxic
substances are sometimes used, and it is important to ensure that they meet the safety demands.

Interaction refers to the interaction between payload and researcher when conducting the
experiment. It is important to be aware of since it may directly determine if some types of
experiments can be conducted or not. As an example, some experiments within physiology and
human research rely on direct human interaction in order to be performed. It may also give an
indication of the environment provided by a specific platform, in terms of for instance the risk
of internal disturbances that can affect the microgravity level, which can make a difference for
some experiments.

Telemetry and data handling is important to any experiment, since it directly determines
the ability to either make observations as such, or process data from experiments conducted.
Some experiments in atmospheric sciences rely on being able to store observed data, whereas
microgravity research often rely on real-time data on reduced gravity levels to enable actuation
of experiments at the correct time.

3.1.3 Overall characteristics

The flight frequency and time-line are factors that affect the possibility of continuity for some
types of experiments and also the use of current technology in the setup of experiments. There
are experiments that benefit from high flight frequency in terms of the importance of the results
obtained. Flexibility in terms of launch opportunity refers to the possibility to launch with short
notice, based on the researcher’s request. It is important to some experiments, since they rely
on the possibility to investigate certain phenomena which occurrence cannot be determined to
a great level of certainty beforehand. The ability to launch at short notice thus becomes an
important parameter for those experiments.

Payload accessibility, i.e. how close in time it is possible to access payload before and
after flight, is vital for some experiments. It directly determines the feasibility of conducting
the experiment using a specific platform, since possible waiting times both before and after
conducting the experiment can be comparatively long. Many biology experiments that contain
living samples rely on short pre- and post flight access times.

The technology used in every experiment is of great importance for the experiment as a
whole. With longer time-line from start to finish, the risk increases for technology approved
during some step of the process to become outdated or close to outdated. This does not
necessarily affect the possibility to conduct the experiment as such, but does affect the relevance
the results of the experiment to some extent.
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3.2 Comparison of platforms
Table 3.1 shows a summary of characteristics of some of the currently used platforms for space
research, together with data for the two most developed suborbital flight concepts of today. The
data in the table has been compiled form a number of sources, indicated in the table caption.
However, the following explanations can serve as clarification to the data:

• Reference values for drop towers are from the ZARM drop tower used for ESA experiments
[7]. There are other drop towers used for research experiments in the US and Japan for
example, but for the purposes of this study, the ZARM droptower is considered a baseline.

• Data for parabolic flights is related to the flight campaigns organized by ESA in the
Airbus A300 ”ZERO-G” aircraft managed by Novespace [7]. For the purposes of this
study, characteristics of other parabolic flights available are assumed to be comparable to
those of the Airbus A300.

• Reference values for sounding rockets come from information on the TEXUS/MASER and
MAXUS sounding rockets used by ESA, hence the notation of ”X or Y” for character-
istics referring to TEXUS/MASER or MAXUS values respectively [7]. There are also a
significant number of launches with American sounding rockets, as well as some missions
with sounding rockets from several Asian countries [9]. For the purposes of this report,
the assumption is that the characteristics of available sounding rockets world-wide are in
the same order of magnitude.

• ISS data is collected from ESA Directorate of Human Spaceflight and Operations [7].

• Information about the SpaceShipTwo and Lynx vehicles comes from the payload user’s
guides provided by Virgin Galactic and XCOR Aerospace respectively (Virgin Galactic
[31] and XCOR Aerospace Inc. [32] respectively). Additional information about Lynx is
obtained from XCOR Space Expedition [34]. The values for Lynx are divided into ”[Lynx
Mark I & II] or [Lynx Mark III]”.
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Characteristic/Platform Drop Tower Parabolic Flight Sounding Rockets ISS SS2 & WK2 Lynx
Maximum 0.12 8.5 250 or 750 400 110 60 or 100
apogee [km]

Maximum 25 (average) 2 12-13 (lift-off), 3-5 ∼5 4
g-load [g] (Max: 50) 25-30 (reentry) (Depending on

launch vehicle)
Microgravity 5 to 10 sec. 20 sec. 6 or 13 mins. 6 months 3-4 mins. 1-2 or
time 3-6 mins.
Microgravity 10−6 10−2 to 10−3 10−4 to 10−5 10−6 10−3 to 10−5 10−1 or below or
level [g] 10−3 or below
Payload Up to 260 Must be 260 or 480 Depending on 600 Up to
capacity [kg] approved by cargo vehicle 280 or 650

aircraft carrier to ISS
Payload 230 m3 Depending on 20 MLE Depending on
capacity (vol.) payload vehicle payload location

to ISS
Payload mounting Similar to 19-inch racks; Combination Standard racks, Racks; 19-inch racks,
and placement sounding rockets Inside cabin of experiment custom built; Inside cabin custom built;

modules; Inside Inside and Inside and
and outside outside station outside cabin

Interaction Telecommand Human Telecommand Human Human Human
Telemetry Telemetry Telemetry, Telemetry, Direct link to Telemetry

video link video link data streams
available

Onboard data Data Data stored Data recovered, Data stored, Data stored Data stored,
handling recovered video available video recorded video recorded
Flight frequency 3 drops/day ∼50/year ∼20/year Depending on Daily ∼4 per day

cargo vehicle
to ISS
(∼1/month)

Time-line 6 months (average) 3-6 months >2 years 3-10 years ∼months

Table 3.1. Key characteristics for four commonly used platforms in space research,
alongside the two more developed suborbital flight vehicles as of today. Sources: [7],
[8], [30], [31], [32], [34].
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Furthermore, Figure 3.1 shows a comparison of platforms used for microgravity experiment
and their characteristics in terms of time and level of microgravity, and where it is relevant,
the maximum assumed payload mass. For the purpose of the comparison, the time in reduced
gravity on the ISS is somewhat decreased, as can be seen in the plot.

Figure 3.1. Microgravity characteristics for common space research platforms, and
the two more developed suborbital flight concepts, in terms of time and level of
microgravity. For drop towers, sounding rockets and the SS2 and Lynx vehicles, the
maximum payload mass is also shown by the relative size of the circles. Note: The
size of the circles does not represent an interval in either microgravity time or level.

3.3 Drivers and drawbacks of existing platforms
The previous overview of today’s space research should also be related to what platforms are
used for research. Table 3.2 shows the most commonly used platforms as of today, and what
research is performed using those platforms. It is evident when considering Table 3.2 together
with Table 3.1, that the characteristics of the platform will affect which types of experiment
can be conducted, even within the same research area. Take biology research as an example;
growing multiple generations of plants is only possible onboard the ISS, whereas experiments
on short-term responses to reduced gravity would perhaps technically be possible to conduct
on ISS, but is more efficient to perform using another platform. Hence, the table should not be
interpreted as platforms that can all be used for a single generic experiment within a research
area. Rather, for all different types of experiments within that area, it is a compilation of
possible platforms.
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Research area/Platform Drop Tower Parabolic Flight Sounding Rockets ISS
Microgravity research - Life Sciences

Biology Y Y Y Y
Physiology and Human research N Y N Y
Astrobiology/exobiology N Y N Y
Microgravity research - Physical Sciences

Fundamental physics Y Y Y Y
Fluid and Combustion physics Y Y Y Y
Material sciences Y Y Y Y
Atmospheric sciences and astronomy

Atmospheric physics N Y Y Y
Auroral physics N Y Y Y
Space Technology Y Y Y Y
Education Y Y? Y N?

Table 3.2. Platforms used today for experiments in different space research areas.
Y = Yes, it may be used; N = No, it is generally not used.
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3.3.1 Parabolic flights

Parabolic flights is an established platform used to conduct space research experiments of vary-
ing types. There are several drivers behind using parabolic flights. The large in-cabin exper-
iment area provides room for experiments involving humans, and the 20 seconds-at-the-time
reduced gravity periods enable researchers to obtain preliminary data and test their equipment
before submitting proposals for long-duration missions [7]. Migeotte adds that it is generally
easy for researchers to bring their equipment onboard the aircraft [17]. This provides a flex-
ibility enabling the researcher to make investigations comparable to those of a ground-based
laboratory environment, but in microgravity.

On a detailed level, some experiments can be well suited for the short time in microgravity
that the flights provide. Karlsson describes how it is possible to study transients and measure
unintended overshoots in human physiology experiments [13]. These are acute effects of reduced
gravity that happen and can be studied within a single parabola. Studying this increases the
understanding of the phenomenon [13].

Another important driver behind using parabolic flights is the cost and the number of flight
opportunities available over a year. As an example, for ESA funded parabolic flight campaigns,
Lockowandt states that is it both easier and cheaper compared to using platforms like the ISS
and satellites [16]. ESA provides continuous flight opportunities with a few separate campaigns
over a one-year period.

However, both Migeotte and Lockowandt mention that a drawback with parabolic flights
is the limited time in microgravity [17; 16]. Now, parabolic flights may only have 20 seconds
of reduced gravity, but each flight makes some 30 parabolas resulting in a total time of much
more than 20 seconds. The key issue is not the total time however, but the fact that it is not
continuous microgravity throughout that time. For some experiments 20 seconds is enough, but
there are experiments that need longer time in continuous microgravity. Karlsson suggests it
could be favorable for certain types of human physiology experiments [13]. Furthermore, the
level of reduced gravity is also a drawback [17]. Because of vibrations and other disturbances,
the order of magnitude is only guaranteed to 10−2g, which can be a limiting factor.

Table 3.3 shows some significant drivers and drawbacks of parabolic flights. In the table,
payload capacity may refer to either mass or volume capacity, and complexity is related to the
cost of the experiment; with higher complexity, the cost of the experiment is assumed to increase
as well. Low cost is considered a driver, whereas high cost is considered a drawback.

Parameter Driver Drawback
Microgravity Time X
Microgravity Level X
Payload capacity X

(volume)
Time-line
Flight opportunities X
Re-flight opportunities
Launch flexibility
Complexity X
Other

Table 3.3. Major drivers and drawbacks for using parabolic flights as platform for
space research experiments today. ”X” marks the parameter as either a driver or a
drawback.
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3.3.2 Sounding rockets

Some of the major drivers behind using sounding rockets are the level of and time in reduced
gravity during flight. Compared to parabolic flights, sounding rockets offer a reduced gravity
environment of a level of two orders of magnitude better and for a period of up to almost
40 times longer. This provides possibilities to conduct experiments that need either better
microgravity or longer time in microgravity, or both. Dannenberg and Norberg explain that
the 6 minutes of microgravity provided by the MASER/TEXUS rockets used for ESA sounding
rocket programs, have become somewhat of a standard within microgravity research [5].

Another positive aspect of sounding rockets are their cost compared to some of the other
platforms available. Lockowandt mentions that, like the ESA funded parabolic flight campaigns,
ESA’s sounding rocket programs have relatively low cost compared to for instance experiments
conducted on satellites and the ISS [16].

Moreover, Lockowandt also mentions that the fact that sounding rockets are unmanned
is a driver for some experiments, since it results in less strict safety demands for onboard
experiments [16]. During unmanned flights it may be possible to investigate toxic substances
that are considered harmful to humans, or expose experiments to environments that would
require stringent safety regulations to be followed for human presence to be allowed. Verga and
Winter also express that manned flights adds a layer of complexity to experiments [29].

Furthermore, the flight profile of a sounding rocket allows it to reach altitudes where it is
possible to conduct experiments on/in the mesosphere. According to Gumbel, this is a major
driver behind using sounding rockets for atmospheric research [10]. He further states that the
possibility to be flexible regarding the launch in order to accommodate the researcher’s need
to launch when a specific phenomenon occurs, together with the option to combine multiple
instruments on the same rocket are positive attributes of the platform [10].

Even though some experiments benefit from being conducted in the comparatively long
period of microgravity that sounding rockets offer, Lockowandt also explains that this time
can be a limiting factor [16]. There is a large difference in microgravity time offered on a
sounding rocket compared to for instance the ISS, but it is not only the time in reduced gravity
specifically that can be limiting. Gumbel says that the time to make measurements overall
– not the microgravity time – is a drawback for some experiments, causing a need for the
instrumentation to be specialized in order to be able to measure during the provided time [10].

Yet another characteristic of the sounding rocket that can be considered a driver, can also
be a drawback for some experiments: the flight profile. Although reaching altitudes that enable
further investigations of the atmosphere, its vertical movement generally does not offer the
possibility to make observations on horizontal structures. According to Gumbel, this is a limiting
factor of the platform [10].

Furthermore, the number of launches is somewhat limiting. The possibility of an unplanned
re-flight shortly after a launch of a sounding rocket is generally low. A new launch needs a new
rocket, ergo, the mission must include several rockets from the beginning for that to be possible.
There are instances where a greater flexibility in this area could affect a field of investigation
positively. Gumbel describes that during an atmospheric research experiment using a sounding
rocket, anomalies can be observed, and with the opportunity to make further investigations
shortly after the first launch, it could be possible to understand the anomalies better [10].

According to Lockowandt, another drawback of using sounding rockets is the decreasing
rocket engine availability [16]. With a decreasing supply of engines, the costs of conducting an
experiment rises.

Table 3.4 shows some significant drivers and drawbacks of sounding rockets.
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Parameter Driver Drawback
Microgravity Time X
Microgravity Level X
Payload capacity
Time-line
Flight opportunities X
Re-flight opportunities X
Launch flexibility X
Complexity
Other Possibility to

combine multiple
instruments

Table 3.4. Major drivers and drawbacks for using sounding rockets as platform for
space research experiments today. ”X” marks the parameter as either a driver or a
drawback.

3.3.3 ISS
The ISS is much more than a dedicated research platform. However, the connection to space
research and related activities is an instrumental part of the Station and what is stands for.
One of the most important drivers behind using the ISS for space research experiments is the
long duration of reduced gravity that is offered onboard. In addition, the reduced gravity level
is also a positive aspect. With its high quality microgravity provided for such a long period of
time, many experiments that cannot be conducted with other platforms, are possible on ISS.

One of the major drawbacks of the platform is the time-line from proposal to execution of
an experiment. This is an effect of the rigorous safety and technological demands posed on
experiments proposed for ISS, which adds levels of complexity and thus also both time and
money [16]. Migeotte describes how this may lead to outdated technology being used [17].

Table 3.5 shows some significant drivers and drawbacks of the ISS.

Parameter Driver Drawback
Microgravity Time X
Microgravity Level X
Payload capacity
Time-line X
Flight opportunities
Re-flight opportunities
Launch flexibility
Complexity X
Other

Table 3.5. Major drivers and drawbacks for using the ISS as platform for space re-
search experiments today. ”X” marks the parameter as either a driver or a drawback.

3.4 Cost of conducting and experiment
Apart from the characteristics mentioned in the previous section, there is another major pa-
rameter of interest, namely the cost of conducting an experiment. From a user’s point of view,
this parameter is inevitably present during a mission and needs to be addressed in order for the
mission to succeed.

There are many parameters of conducting an experiment that ultimately add cost incre-
ments to the final total. Some items are substantial and may be known beforehand, others are
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continuously occurring throughout the mission. Cost items may include, but are not limited to
the cost of flight (also referred to as ”flight ticket”), development costs for experiment hardware,
and qualification related costs.

The flight ticket cost refers to the cost relating specifically to the launch of the experiment.
That may be the rocket and its subsystems together with launch preparations and recovery
operations for sounding rockets; or the cost of a place for the experiment onboard a parabolic
flight aircraft, including services related to the flight. The relative size of the cost items depend
on what platform is used.

In order to assess the costs of conducting an experiment with a specific platform, some key
parameters can be considered, namely the cost per kilogram of payload and what services are
included in the cost of flight. Table 3.6 shows a comparison of platforms in terms of cost per kg
of payload. Another possible parameter to use for comparison is a payload cost weighted with
time in microgravity. However, this is not used in this study since the time scale is so large and
it could possibly be difficult to understand and compare such numbers.

3.4.1 Cost for existing platforms
As an example, the cost of flight can stretch as high as 50% of the overall mission cost for an
ESA funded sounding rocket program [8]. A general and more conservative number is 20% [29].
In 2009, the overall costs for ESA sounding rocket missions was somewhere around M€10 for
the TEXUS/MASER rockets and M€15 for MAXUS [8]. Assuming it takes up 20%, this gives
a flight ticket of M€2 and M€3 for the two rocket sizes respectively. Considering Table 3.1,
and using the payload capacity for the two rocket sizes, a cost of ∼€7 700 and ∼€6 300 per
kilogram of payload respectively, resulting in a mean value of k€7000/kg.

According to a study by Booz & Company, NASA spent almost M$ 46 on a total of 13
sounding rocket launches in 2011 [3]. Included in this overall mission cost is cost of flight, costs
of development and manufacturing of payload, as well as other cost items. With somewhere
around 50% of the total costs dedicated for building payload and other activities not specifically
related to launch, that leaves M$ 23 for the flight costs [3]. Thus, with 13 flights, the cost of flight
per flight ends at M$1.8 ≈ M$2. With a conservative view on the currency exchange rates ($1 =
€0.9), this results in ∼M€1.6, which is the same order of magnitude earlier TEXUS/MASER and
MAXUS estimations. The cost of sounding rocket experiments will henceforth be approximated
as the mean of two previously calculated costs.

The cost of conducting experiments with drop towers and parabolic flights are generally
described as ”low” compared to other platforms, and public numbers have been difficult to find
within the course of this study. However, the Suborbital Research Association have made a cost
estimate for overall mission cost for both drop towers and parabolic flights of €5 000-10 000 and
M€1.5 respectively [24]. Assuming one experiment per free-fall in the drop tower of maximum
weight 260 kg, that gives an approximate per kilogram cost of ∼€50.

If fully utilized with respect to number of experiments, the Airbus A300 can carry 15 exper-
iments per campaign [7]. This results in a cost of k€100 per experiment. However, there is little
information on mean weight for a parabolic flight experiment. Thus, for the purposes of this
study, it is assumed that a generic experiment consists of two humans (one operator and one
subject) of 100 kg each and equipment of 100 kg, resulting in a cost of ∼€300/kg of payload.

The range of experiments going to the ISS is wide, and thus the experiment costs may differ
considerably depending on experiment. Nevertheless, the specific launch cost, i.e. the cost
of flight, can be estimated to some k€20/kg [24]. Furthermore, the total mission cost for an
experiment going to the ISS is estimated to be starting at M€10, where development costs are
roughly in the order of a few millions [24]. For the purposes of this study, the per kilogram
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cost for ISS experiments is considered less important compared to other platforms since the
variation is large between experiments.

3.4.2 Cost for suborbital flights
According to Booz & Company, the industry standard for suborbital flight tickets is k$200 [3].
With the same conservative dollar-to-euro exchange rates as above, this results in a ticket price
of k€180. However, the prices are reported to have been k$250 or k€225 for Virgin Galactic’s
flights with SpaceShipTwo in mid-2013 [24]. For a maximum utilization of the SS2 cabin during
a dedicated research flight with the baseline crew (see further section 1.3.1), an equivalent of
five seats by a total of 600 kg is used. Furthermore, it is assumed that the cost for the user will
to some extent have to cover the sixth seat taken by the FTE, and that possible extra fees are
added because of payload accommodation. According to Suborbital Research Association, the
additional cost is k$50 per MLE, i.e. M$1 ≈ k€900 for full payload utilization [24]. Thus, the
total cost of flight is 5 · 225 + 900 ≈M€2, and the per kilogram cost is ∼k€3.5, when assuming
constant ticket price since mid-2013.

The cost of launching a primary payload (see further section 1.3.2) with Lynx is $75 000,
or approximately € 68 000 [34]. This is a decrease in flight ticket cost compared to a few years
ago. The Suborbital Research Association reports that at flight ticket with Lynx cost about
$95 000 in 2013 [24]. For the purposes of this study, XCOR’s figures are assumed to be viable.
With a generic payload weight of a little under 120 kg, the cost per kg of payload is ∼€570 [34].

The above costs estimations for suborbital flights do not say anything about the operation
of the vehicles and the profitability of such operations. It is reasonable to assume that there
are high initial costs associated with developing and manufacturing manned space vehicles.
That raises the question of how financially defendable the operation is over time, not just when
considering a single flight and its cost. A detailed analysis of is this far beyond the scope of this
study. However, Booz & Company reports that an operator of suborbital vehicles is profitable
within two years, even in a constrained projected scenario, with profit margins of at least 10%
[3]. Furthermore, the manufacturer of the vehicle can enjoy an internal rate of return of around
20% [3].

Drop Tower Parabolic Sounding ISS Lynx SS2 & WK2
Flight Rocket

Cost of flight k€10 M€1.5 M€2-3 n/a k€68 M€2
Cost per kg of payload €50 €300 €7 000 €20 000 €570 €4 000

Table 3.6. Costs of using different platforms for space research experiments. All
numbers are either estimates or preliminary values, where the most cost-competitive
alternatives have been considered for existing platforms and baseline scenarios are
treated for suborbital fligths.

3.5 Political aspects of suborbital flights
As previously mentioned many of the current suborbital flight companies are private American
companies. This in itself need not be an issue. As Grahn says: ”If the service or product offered
is essential or attractive to European users, it will be used” [8]. And there are several examples
of fruitful collaborations between ESA and for instance the US and Russia. There is however
a possibility that obstacles can occur. One potential difficulty is the American regulations for
export control. Another is the probability of governmental support in terms of both funding
and strategic interest.
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Regulations on export control affect the level to which it is possible for US developed vehicles
to operate outside of the US. There are at least two possible outcomes of this that can be limiting
for international collaboration; US developed vehicle operators decide to operate only from the
US, and US developed vehicles operating in other parts of the world require special agreements
to be followed. A limitation with operations only in the US, is the cost of exporting experiment
material from outside into the US to conduct an experiment. Special agreements may enable
operations outside the US for US developed vehicles, but there is a risk that such agreements
either take time to develop themselves, or take time to fulfill for all parties involved.

ESA is considering space research a strategic asset. They state that it ”ensures technological
independence, it safeguards a European cultural identity, it supports a science-based society,
and clearly demonstrates European capability and vision” [6]. Booz & Company highlights
governmental support as a key aspect for a future European market for suborbital flights to
develop [3]. However, there are practical issues that need to be considered. For instance, ESA
funding of space research experiments using US company-owned vehicles is somewhat difficult
because of current regulations. There might be more opportunities for national space agencies to
either buy a ticket or even operate a vehicle. There is already some collaboration between vehicle
developers and European institutes and companies. XCOR reports developments together with
ESA, Royal Netherlands Air Force, TU Delft and Airbus Defense and Space, among others [34].

Apart from possible difficulties with American suborbital flights companies, there are also
several benefits of working cross-borders. With successful agreements and upholding of regu-
lations, political bonds can be strengthened and countries brought closer together by trade of
both money and knowledge. Local economies can be boosted, and outreach to the general com-
munity can impact future investors and young professionals. The space research community as
a whole can also benefit from further international collaboration. The success of the ISS shows
how everything from technology development to scientific break-throughs can be stimulated.

It should also be mentioned that the above considerations are in relation to the current
state of US dominance in the suborbital flight segment. Although not at the same technology-
readiness level, there are European and other players emerging as well. It can change the
state of or even prevent some of the problems mentioned above from occurring, if for instance
European regulations are provided to European vehicle developers so that operations in Europe
are enabled.

3.6 Future outlook
3.6.1 Future market demand for suborbital flights
Booz & Company declares that there is a global demand for suborbital flights, uniformly dis-
tributed at global level [3]. In 2012, the Tauri Group made a 10-year forecast of the demand for
suborbital flights. In the study, utilization of suborbital flights includes additional areas other
than space research, such as commercial human spaceflight and media and public relations.
The study shows that the second largest area of demand is space research, including space
technology, education and satellite launches. It is projected that from a ∼10% share of current
demand, space research will grow to about 24% in some ten years time [26]. Furthermore, the
study forecasts an overall market growth as well. In the baseline scenario investigated, the de-
mand for suborbital flights will increase by 30-40% in coming years [26]. Even in a constrained
scenario, where there is a significant drop in demand compared to today, the study shows posi-
tive projections. An overall market growth of up to 20% is predicted [26]. An important factor
that may affect the demand in the future is the high price elasticity of the market. The ticket
price for a flight is a major influence on the overall market demand. This is in stark contrast to
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other segments of the space industry, where a strong industrial and institutional support drives
the demand.

Figure 3.2. Projected market demand for suborbital flights. Black-and-white show-
ing current demand; colored showing future demand; both charts showing overall
market growth in terms of relative size. Source: [26].

Furthermore, there is a demand for launch opportunities. As an example, the total number of
launches containing satellites of nano- and micro-sizes, has been constant during the last couple
of years, whereas the amount of launched nano- and microsatellites has increased drastically
[23]. This illustrates a shift towards smaller payloads in terms of mass, which has been underway
for some ten years. According to the Tauri Group study, there is a growing market demand for
small satellite deployment, and the projection is that the demand within suborbital flights will
at least double in ten years [26].

On a European scale there is a potential demand for suborbital flights, for example when
considering current space research with ESA sounding rocket programs, and especially when
focusing on what experiments are conducted within microgravity research and research in at-
mospheric sciences/astronomy, as well as possible education applications. Over a year, Grahn
has estimated that a handful of dedicated flights with suborbital vehicles like SpaceShipTwo can
be conducted, and in addition, a couple of flights using parts of the SS2 cabin [8]. Apart from
ESA, national space agencies in Europe also present potential demand. According to Grahn, it
could be possible to sell at least as many dedicated flights with the SS2 to national agencies [8].

3.6.2 Future goals and dreams in space research
Of the many areas of life sciences research, there are a few where specific goals and dreams are
discussed. Migeotte mentions that one ambition is experiments with larger populations, where
the population is not limited to astronauts only [17]. Today, this is uncommon since there is a
limited amount of people going to space, and thus qualifying for certain research experiments.
With larger populations, parameters such as age, sex, weight and height can be observed and
investigated with additional input. Furthermore, being able to perform parts of experiments
shortly before launch and after landing is also of interest. Today, it is not possible in a practical
sense with flights to and from the ISS, and it does not render any meaningful results using
parabolic flights [17].
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Ngo-Anh mentions that for human research, the goals are basically to enable future long-
duration human missions, and that includes experiments which investigates and tests protection
from space environment and ensuring crew health [19]. Among those technologies are life-
support systems, where several recycling cycles are developed and tested. According to Lasseur,
oxygen and carbon dioxide recycling, as well as different types of water recycling is feasible
within a ten-year period, whereas waste recycling and food production are subsequent steps
[15].

Within the field of atmospheric sciences, where sounding rockets are often used, one dream
is to be able to make horizontal measurements. Gumbel describes that it is possible to some
extent today using deploy mechanisms for tests, which are ejected from the rocket, but generally
only vertical measurements are being conducted [10]. Moreover, he describes that it would be
an improvement to be able to conduct measurements closer to each other. He states that,
in general, the waiting time between two launches when re-using a single payload (i.e. not
including multiple launches at the same specific time) is some two weeks as of today [10].

In more general terms, Lockowandt expresses a wish for more flight opportunities overall
[16]. And there are thoughts that the launch activity will increase in the future. Dannenberg
and Norberg believe that carrier vehicles may be one contributor to this possible increase [5].
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Chapter 4

Results and discussion

4.1 Current and future suborbital flights market

The investigation of emerging suborbital flight companies and their concepts showed that there
is a vast variety of vehicles at hand. This creates a multitude of opportunities and possibly
also high flexibility. Out of the two suppliers studied in detail, there are several fundamental
differences. Lynx is a single spaceplane able to launch and land by itself, whereas SpaceShipTwo
is launched with the carrier WhiteKnightTwo. An important note is that with carrier launch
systems, the complexity of the system increases, which may affect the future success rate of the
concept.

Furthermore, the SS2 cabin is much larger than the Lynx cabin. The larger volume allows
free-floating conditions in the SS2. This is not possible in the Lynx. Moreover, the SS2 cabin is
capable of containing more payload volume inside compared to Lynx, and uses a standardized
locker system as opposed to the Lynx vehicle’s four different payload locations. However, Lynx
provides the opportunity to carry external payloads, which is not possible on SS2 to-date.

Table 1.1 shows that the targeted altitudes are around 100 km, with some reaching orbital
with future models. It further shows that payload capacity is between some 200 to over 600 kg.
Furthermore, microgravity times are in the order of 5 minutes, with minimum of 1 minute at
worst and 6 minutes at best, depending on vehicle models and suppliers. The table also shows
that the level of reduced gravity is somewhere between 10−1g and 10−5g. Payload accessibility
is in the order of hours pre- and post-flight, with a daily frequency of flights or more.

The market analysis of suborbital flights shows significant potential. There is a global
demand, which will increase over the coming years even in constrained scenarios. In a ten-year
period the demand will have grown with up to 40%, out of which space research holds close to a
fourth of the demand for suborbital flights. In addition to demand for suborbital flights, there is
an expected increased demand in launch opportunities overall. This is promising results, since
an increase in demand can considerably fuel the development of vehicles further. Moreover, for
suppliers who enter the market early and in a steady growth phase, the competition is possibly
lower and they can be part of forming and influencing the segment with their operations. One
risk parameter to consider is the high price elasticity of the market. If ticket prices for flights
were to stay constant or even rise, there is a high probability that it will effect the overall
demand to a large extent.
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4.2 Current space research situation

The investigation of current space research and experiments demonstrated a differentiated de-
mand on platforms. One main difference is if the experiment relies on reduced gravity or not.
Microgravity research experiments need specific time periods in reduced gravity, such as some
physiology and human research experiments. Some also require a specific level of microgravity
from a research platform. Other experiments can be more flexible and adjust to what is offered.

In terms of platforms used for today’s space research, the supply is varying. As shown by
Table 3.1, the characteristics of the platforms differ considerably. With varying payload capacity,
g-loads ranging from 2g to 30g, and microgravity times and levels of seconds to months and
10−2g to 10−6g respectively, the table shows that it is vital to know the platform to be able to
conduct an experiment. It is also evident that different data handling and telemetry options,
may also affect the choice of platform. With the exception of drop towers, suborbital flights
have by far the highest flight frequency. Even in a sub-optimal case, with only weekly flight
frequencies, they are equal to parabolic flights and more frequent than sounding rockets.

In the comparison of platforms in terms of microgravity characteristics, together with pay-
load mass capability, Figure 3.1 shows that suborbital flights can be placed close to sounding
rockets, with somewhat lower microgravity levels. This is an interesting note, since sounding
rockets are quite different in comparison. Key differences include being manned or not and the
inside payload volume shape. For experiments that need the same time in microgravity but do
not require the same level of reduced gravity, and instead need more space and/or a human
operator, suborbital flights can be an alternative. It also opens up potential for suborbital
flights, in comparison with parabolic flights.

The main drawbacks of the different platforms investigated are varied and there is no main
parameter common to all. Tables 3.3 to 3.5 illustrates this. There is however, a niche that
suborbital flights can fill, namely by providing longer time in and better levels of microgravity
than parabolic flights, with more recurrent flight opportunities and better re-flight possibility
than sounding rockets, and preferably with a competitive cost. When conducting manned
flights, there are many factors affecting the level of microgravity eventually reached during
flight. Thus, an uncertainty in this value must be expected when developing experiments.

The cost analysis is positive. Although containing several estimates which increase the
uncertainty of the results, Table 3.6 shows that the cost per kg of payload is somewhere between
2 times to 12 times lower for suborbital flights than for sounding rockets, and starting at the
same order of magnitude as parabolic flights. Furthermore, the cost is much lower compared
to using ISS. The results suggest that even with potentially increased costs for development or
other services, suborbital flights are cost-competitive alternatives to sounding rockets.

The current landscape with US companies dominating the suborbital flights segment presents
both challenges and opportunities. Regulations and lack of governmental support are issues
that must be solved to enable a European market for suborbital flights in the future. However,
successful cross-border collaborations within spaceflight have been done before. Major positive
outcomes are increased knowledge and political exchange, as well as boosting local economies
and the interest for space research.

4.3 Potential research opportunities

Within life sciences, there are dreams to conduct experiments with larger populations and being
able to include pre- and post-flight conditions in experiments. To commence future manned
space missions, the goals include developing suitable protection from space environment and
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ensuring crew health. In atmospheric physics, horizontal measurements and observations are
sought after, as well as the ability to conduct recurring experiments within a short period of
time. Generally, increased launch opportunities and shorter lee-times are also wished for.

Overall, there are general research opportunities in suborbital flights for almost all types of
space research in a long term perspective. However, in light of the above described results and
discussion, several specific research opportunities in suborbital flights are noticed and compiled
in Table 4.1. The Table shows the research area and a type of experiment opportunity using
suborbital flights, in relation to what is offered by currently used platforms.

Out of the areas previously investigated, two stand out more than others in terms of distinct
possibilities, namely microgravity research within life sciences and atmospheric sciences. Within
these research areas, researchers seem to be searching for additions to existing platforms – to a
varying extent – in order to fulfill their future goals and dreams.

The investigation showed that an area that did not seem to have any specific research oppor-
tunities as of now, is microgravity research within physical sciences. Many experiments in this
area can use sounding rockets and the ISS without missing characteristics of the platform used.
However, with a growing utilization of suborbital flights for research in the future, experiment
opportunities in this field may well develop quickly as the platform becomes more validated.

Small satellite launch is in this study considered a secondary research area since research
will not be conducted using the suborbital flight vehicle. Rather, the vehicle will be used as
transport. However, there is a growing demand for launches, thus, depending on launch costs
and other associated factors, it may be worth investigating the profitability of such a venture
for suborbital flights.

Based on the findings of this study, there are still some factors left to confirm in order
for the opportunities presented in Table 4.1 to be valid. Those factors include details on cost
of flight in order to assess the total mission cost and its feasibility, and when the vehicles
are operational for research. Payload User’s Guides to SpaceShipTwo and Lynx provide some
general information on the in-cabin and external environment, but details on this is also needed.
This includes verified information on everything from specifics on for instance pressure and
temperature inside the vehicles, to safety regulations in relation to experiment design and
conducting the experiment itself.

4.3.1 Case examples

To illustrate potential research opportunities in more detail, this section presents some loose
ideas based on the analysis and interviews conducted.

Physiology experiment

Compared to parabolic flights, the volume to move around inside the SS2 cabin is small. How-
ever, an experiment that does not include much movement, but rather measurements, could
benefit from a prolonged time in microgravity environment. The limited time will prevent the
study of long-term effects of reduced gravity, but short-term effects can be studied. With time
in microgravity in the order of magnitude of minutes, experiments that by a small margin fit the
20 seconds-time frame of parabolic flights, could possibly be conducted with less difficulty using
parabolic flights. Such experiments could include studying the lungs or the balance system.

A specific possibility is to perform an experiment where subjects are injected with markers
that are tracked during flight. It is done today using parabolic flights, but could possibly
render new valuable results with more time in microgravity. If the level of microgravity is also
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comparatively better, it could further add to the significance of such experiments compared to
what is possible today.

Atmospheric physics experiment

Atmospheric sciences experiments use sounding rockets for several types of experiments. One
of the drawbacks of using sounding rockets is the comparatively limited opportunity for recur-
ring measurements. If not planned ahead, it is unusual that there are launches shortly after
one another. With a short turn-around time, suborbital flights can fill that need for certain
atmospheric sciences experiments.

A specific possibility could be to make measurements on the ambient space environment at
the rate of one measurement per day for a week, or to have a vehicle on standby to perform
measurements when a phenomenon occurs. There is no doubt a cost aspect involved in, at least
in the first experiment setup suggested above, but with little confirmed information this aspect
will have to be investigated further in the future. However, concerning the gathered data, this
type of setup is not performed today and researchers could possibly gain knew knowledge from
conducting this type of experiment.
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Research Area Experiment opportunity Vehicle choice

Biology Experiments that fit in standardized locker configurations, Both SS2 and Lynx.
(Life Sciences) where better microgravity time and level than parabolic Lynx payload options slightly less standardized.

flights is needed, as well as quick payload access pre- and
post-flight.

Physiology and Human Research Experiments on human subjects with human operators, SS2, because of its free-floating capability.
(Life Sciences) where better microgravity time and level than parabolic

flights is needed.

Physiology and Human Research Experiments with human operators that test parts of SS2, because of its free-floating capability.
(Life Sciences) experiment protocols or technology before going to ISS,

where better microgravity time and level than parabolic
flights is needed.

Astrobiology/exobiology Experiments that sample the atmosphere and need Lynx, because of its external payload capability.
(Life Sciences) quick payload access pre- and post-flight.

Atmospheric Physics Experiments that make in-situ measurements in the Lynx, because of its external payload capability.
ambient space environment, where horizontal Possible in-cabin optical observations with SS2.
observations are needed.

Atmospheric Physics Experiments that need recurring measurements within Lynx, because of its external payload capability.
a short period of time. Possible in-cabin optical observations with SS2.

Space Technology Experiments using new space technology and Both SS2 and Lynx.
demonstrations of such technology before committing
to larger scale missions, where better microgravity time
and level than parabolic flights is needed, and possibly
need for human operator, which is not provided by
sounding rockets.

Education Experiments that benefit from cost-competitive options, Both SS2 and Lynx.
possibly needing better microgravity time and level
than parabolic flights, and a human operator, which
is not provided by sounding rockets.

Satellite launch Satellites in need of cost-competitive launch opportunity. Lynx, because of its external payload capability,
but not viable option to-date.
This is a major opportunity for future suborbital flights.

Table 4.1. Compilation of research opportunities in suborbital flights.
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4.4 Future recommendations
Based on the results from the investigation, the following recommendations for future steps
to take are given to relevant parties in Sweden, such as the Swedish space industry and the
Swedish National Space Board. The major take-away is to combine institutional support with
commercial operations, to enable future growth in Swedish space industry on a national level,
as well as to create further European and international collaborations that lets Sweden be part
of future spaceflight.

4.4.1 Immediate action – EU level

An immediate action to take for Sweden is to be part of developing institutional support for
suborbital flights in Europe. The investigation shows that there are to-date possibly larger
opportunities in the suborbital flights segment for single nations within Europe, because of the
US dominance in the sector. However, national agencies have limitations and the future demand
for suborbital flights is global and increasing. It is therefore important for the future to create
a support on a European level, to help sustaining national operations.

Europe has a strong relation between space research and governmental support, which makes
it an important factor in enabling and consolidating a European market for suborbital flights.
ESA is considering space research a strategic asset and important for technological independence
and in supporting a science-based society. Furthermore, it shows capability and vision on
a European level. With this background, Europe should explore and exploit possibilities in
suborbital flights, specifically regarding space research, as an investment for the future European
space industry.

The recommended institutional support should include, but not be limited to, developing and
confirming regulations for suborbital flights – like those currently existing for aircraft industry
– and initiate funded programs for suitable space research using suborbital flights as a platform.
Concerned parties in developing this support are among others national spaceboards, ESA and
space industry stakeholders, in Sweden as well as throughout Europe.

The immediate benefits for Sweden of being part of such a development, is to have the
ability to affect the process at an early stage, possibly increasing the importance of for instance
Spaceport Sweden and its activities. One example is Esrange in Kiruna, northern Sweden. It is
an existing launch site, which can be further explored for future suborbital flights usage through
the development of institutional support, on both a regulatory and a financial level.

4.4.2 Long-term action – National level

A long-term action for Sweden to take is to initiate collaborations for the development of a
suborbital flights program. Based on the research opportunities stated earlier, a mid-sized
reusable suborbital vehicle with room for a handful of flight participants and the possibility
of free-floating could be interesting to develop, either at a national level or as a collaborative
project. This vehicle should be aimed at capturing research opportunities with experiments
that need better microgravity time and level than parabolic flights, and possibly the need for
a human operator. It should also provide a sufficient environment for external payloads. The
overall design should be flexible to accommodate different types of payload and flight participant
configurations. Relating to the two more developed suborbital flight concepts available, this
vehicle should be somewhere in-between in terms of key characteristics.

Whether or not the concept should be a single spaceplane or a system of carrier aircraft
and separable vehicle is more difficult to say as of today. The latter alternative invites a
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greater complexity in the system, which can result in higher costs and longer development times.
Perhaps the future concept could take advantage of existing knowledge during development to
create a solution. That way Sweden’s national skills and resources can be used to their full
extent.

Relevant parties in this collaboration are among others Swedish space industry, the Swedish
National Space Board and Swedish academia, entrepreneurs and investors. Outside of Sweden,
other national space agencies, space industry and space technology companies can be part
of a collaboration to develop a suborbital flights program. One example could be to initiate
collaborations with the European company Swiss Space Systems, who have already started
developing a vehicle that can be used for suborbital flights.

With the knowledge of spaceflight that Sweden has developed and consolidated, and the re-
sources that Sweden offers geographically, it is important to seize the opportunities in suborbital
flights at an early stage. Sweden has much to gain from being in a position at the front-line of
development; both in terms of being able to buy new services and creating new sales opportu-
nities on a national level. This will enable further growth of Swedish space industry and related
areas. By taking an initiative to collaborate in developing a suborbital flights program, Sweden
can lead Europe into the future of commercial spaceflight.
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Conclusion

Suborbital flights present many opportunities in space research. With varying concept alterna-
tives, the flexibility is high. The two concepts investigated in detail in this study, SpaceShipTwo
and Lynx, offer a competitive research environment based on current information. The concepts
have varying characteristics, such as payload volume and locations. They offer microgravity
times and levels in the order of 5 minutes of 10−3g.

The demand for suborbital flights will increase by up to 40% in ten years time, creating
a positive development for the segment overall. Space research will be almost a fourth of the
market demand. The key parameter to consider is the price elasticity connected to ticket price
sensitivity. Suborbital flights have a high flight frequency compared to existing platforms; daily
flights compared to up to 50 per year. They are competitive in terms of cost per kg of payload,
starting at the same level as parabolic flights and being up to some 12 times lower in cost
compared to sounding rockets.

If suborbital flights can provide better times and levels of reduced gravity than parabolic
flights and recurrent flight opportunities and high re-flight possibility, they can be used as a
platform for research in several research areas. Examples are: biology, physiology and human
research, astrobiology/exobiology, atmospheric physics, space technology, and education. There
are also future opportunities for satellite launch, with a growing demand for small-satellite
launches.

The opportunities identified are reliant on the characteristics known for suborbital flights as
of today, but there are still uncertainties in terms of their performance. Validation on specifics
such as microgravity time and level, internal and external environment, and cost of flight is still
needed.

Future recommendations for relevant parties in Sweden, such as Swedish space industry and
the Swedish National Space Board, are:

• Immediate action on EU level: Developing institutional support for suborbital flights in
Europe in terms of both regulations and funding, and

• Long-term action on national level: Initiating collaborations for a suborbital flights pro-
gram consisting of a concept that can provide better microgravity time and level than
parabolic flights, and the possibility for a human operator.

The benefits of being part of the commercial spaceflight evolution, especially in suborbital
flights, are enabling future growth in Swedish space industry on a national level, as well as
creating further European and international collaborations that lets Sweden be part of future
spaceflight.
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Appendix A

Interviews

A.1 Interview guidelines
The following set of questions were used as basis for discussion during interviews. Depending on
the interviewee’s background, some or the main part of the questions served as basis for initial
information and specific questions were posed ad hoc. The reader is reminded that the result
of the discussions during the interviews do not represent official statements from the companies
or organizations that the interviewees are employed by.

• Which types of experiments are conducted in your field of research/expertise today?

• What platforms are typically used for those experiments today? Parabolic flights, sound-
ing rockets, ISS, etc.

• What are the drivers behind using those platforms?

• Is there a need for other characteristics not offered by the platforms used today? Time
in reduced gravity environment, time to prepare experiment, access to payload, fund-
ing/costs, etc.

• What are the future goals for experiments to be conducted in your field of research/expertise?

• What are the future dreams and hopes for experiments to be conducted? (”What if you
had unlimited access to space environment/funding/etc. – what would you do?”)

• What do you see as the next up-and-coming area for you field of research/expertise?

• What are your views on the different suborbital flight concepts available today (e.g. Virgin
Galactic’s vehicle, XCOR’s vehicles and so on)? Pro’s and Con’s of the concepts?

• What is the potential/demand for suborbital flights within your field of research/expertise?

• What role does the environment in which these vehicles operate play for you? Access to
labs/accessibility/surroundings? Attractive cities?

A.2 List of interviewees
Below follows a list of interviewees, wiht whom interviews were conducted.
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A.2. LIST OF INTERVIEWEES

ESA/ESTEC
• Jason Hatton, Head of Biology and Environmental Monitoring Science Office (Interview

summary not included)

• Christophe Lassuer, Project Manager (Interview summary not included)

• Olivier Minster, Head of Physical Sciences Office

• Jennifer Ngo-Anh, Head of Human Space Research Unit

• Christian Schwarz, Physical Sciences Instrumentation Engineer

• Antonio Verga, Systems Engineer

• Josef Winter, Head of Payload and Microgravity Platform Division

Swedish National Spaceboard – SNSB
• Kristine Dannenberg, Head of Rocket and Balloon Programmes and Life Sciences

• Olle Norberg, Director-General

Swedish Space Corporation – SSC
• Christian Lockowandt, SSC Space

• Heike Schneider, prev. employed (Interview summary not included)

Royal Institute of Technology – KTH
• Nickolay Ivchenko, Space and Plasma Physics (Interview summary not included)

• Patrik Sundblad, Swedish Aerospace Physiology Centre (Interview summary not included)

Stockholm University – SU
• Jörg Gumbel, Meteorological Institution (MISU)

Karoliska Institutet – KI
• Lars Karlsson, Space Physiology

Suborbital Research Association – SRA
• Pierre-Francois Migeotte, President

XCOR
• Harry van Hulten, Founder of XCOR Space Expeditions

Swiss Space Systems – S3
• Richard Joye, Head of Business Development
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A.3 Interview summaries
This section includes the interview summaries from all interviews where the interviewee ap-
proved the meeting summary as reference in this study. The reader is reminded that the
summaries do not represent official statements from the companies or organizations that the
interviewees are employed by. The summaries appear chronologically:

• 20150429: Pierre-Francois Migeotte

• 20150504: Jörg Gumbel

• 20150508: Kristine Dannenberg and Olle Norberg

• 20150519: Christian Lockowandt

• 20150527: Antonio Verga and Josef Winter (1/2)

• 20150602: Lars Karlsson

• 20150603: Olivier Minster

• 20150603: Jennifer Ngo-Anh

• 20150603: Antonio Verga (2/2)

• 20150603: Josef Winter (2/2)

• 20150608: Richard Joye

• 20150709: Harry van Hulten
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2015-04-29 
Meeting 1 
Pierre-François Migeotte, Anna Jonsson 

!"#$%!&

'()*+&,-+*)./0+,)-&

1(,0(&+2345&)6&4734*,84-+5&9*4&0)-./0+4.&,-&2)/*&6,4:.&)6&*4549*0(&+).92;&&!-.&
<(9+&3:9+6)*85&9*4&+23,09::2&/54.&6)*&+()54&4734*,84-+5&+).92;&

• Human adaptation of micro-G in space 
o micro-G simulation (Bed Rest) 

! Ground-based 
! Easy to perform 
! Scientist can be present 
! Can only simulate parts of the development/situation 
! Results not always comparable 

o Centrifuge 
! Ground-based 
! Often used together with Bed Rest 

o Parabolic flight campaigns 
! ESA sponsored 
! Transient micro-G – not comparable to constant 0G 
! 30x20s of micro-G 

o ISS 
! Conduct experiments on astronauts 
! Long-term adaptation 
! (Cannot conduct experiments between launch and docking) 

 
Important note: What system are you focusing on? It can take somewhere 
between 3 to 7 days for astronauts to fully acclimatize to the reduced gravity 
on ISS, so one must bear in mind what platform is best suited for the 
experiment. 

1(9+&9*4&+(4&.*,=4*5&>4(,-.&/5,-?&+()54&3:9+6)*85;&
• Parabolic flights: 

o “Real space environment” 
o Can test experiments (physiological, chemical, engineering) 
o Easy to take the equipment – “facility that can do everything” 

• ISS: 
o Long time in 0G environment 
o Can conduct experiments that require long time 

! Physiological – long-time adaptation to reduced gravity 
! Biology – grow multiple generations of plants in reduced 

gravity 
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1(9+&9*4&+(4&:,8,+9+,)-5&)6&+(4&3:9+6)*85&/54.&+).92;&
• Parabolic flights: 

o Time in micro-G limited to about 20s but repeatedly (30 parabolas) 
o Quality of micro-G – turbulence can cause alterations in quality 

! Problem in fluid mechanics experiments; might not reach the 
right level for a specific experiment. 

! Not a problem in human physiology experiments. 
o (Time-line – 1 yr is typical from start to finish) 

• ISS: 
o Cost – monetary, systems qualifications demands 
o Time-line – 5 yrs minimum from selection to ISS (10-15 yrs not 

unusual) 
! Results in old technology being used. 
! Results in Ph.D. involvement difficult from beginning to end. 

1(9+&9*4&+(4&6/+/*4&?)9:5&6)*&4734*,84-+5&+)&>4&0)-./0+4.&,-&2)/*&6,4:.&)6&
*4549*0(@4734*+,54;&1(9+&9*4&+(4&6/+/*4&.*4985&9-.&()345&6)*&4734*,84-+5&+)&>4&
0)-./0+4.;&

• Dreams for Life Science experiments: 
o Larger populations (not limited to astronauts only) 

! Age, sex, weight/height etc. can be observed 
! Some initial selection is of course needed 

o Physical limitations 
! Understand human physiology on a conceptual level (not 

applied) 
! Test e.g. what specific parts control different parts of the brain 
! Test e.g. different drugs (pharmaceutical) 

  
 Important note: Could be difficult to use suborbital flights for industrial use. 
 

• Goals for Life Science experiments: 
o Early stage adaptation experiments (micro-G longer than 20s. but 

shorter than on ISS) 
o Perform experiments quickly before/after flight 

! Not practically possible for flights to and from ISS 
! Not practically giving any results for parabolic flights, because 

of the nature of the flight campaign. 
 

• Dreams for Physics experiments: 
o Atmosphere 
o Earth’s magnetic field 

• Dreams for Fluid physics experiments: 
o Some industrial applications, e.g. fluid mechanics in the context of 

engines and how it behaves. 
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• Virgin’s SpaceShipTwo:  
o First and most advanced 
o Approaching test flights 
o Made for tourists 

! Large interior area to get full experience 
! Free-float in micro-G 

o Carrier airplane that drops second vehicle at high altitude 
! Complex system (mechanisms, fuel/engine system, etc.) – 

LIMITING 
• S3: 

o Far from “reality”, only designs as of today 
o Carrier airplane that drops second vehicle at high altitude 

! Complex system – LIMITING 
• XCOR’s Lynx: 

o Spaceplane 
! Straight take-off 
! Same vehicle throughout flight – SIMPLICITY 

o Passanger seated as pilot 
! Different experience 
! No free-floating in micro-G 

 
Important note: The Space Shuttle was retired partly because of its complexity. 
It adds possible risks that simpler systems do not have. 
 
Important note: Payload accessibility is also an important part of what platform 
to use. For ISS it can take days to access the payload after experiments, but 
many suborbital flight companies claim they can have a “turn-over time” that is 
fast enough to be considered an advantage compared to other platforms – but 
what does that really mean? There are no tests/records to check that information 
as of today. 

1(9+&4734*,84-+5&9*4&5/,+4.&6)*&5/>)*>,+9:&6:,?(+5;&
• Physiology: 

o Observations 
o Not possible to perform complex tasks (lack of space and mobility) 
o Passengers are wearing spacesuits, so everything must be prepared 

before flight because it cannot be changed during flight. 
• Physical science: 

o Interface is normalized standards – prepared for ISS 
! Boxes, canisters outside in space etc. can be used for 

experiments of different types. 

1(9+&*):4&.)45&+(4&4-=,*)-84-+&,-&<(,0(&+(454&=4(,0:45&)34*9+4&3:92&6)*&2)/;&
Promising with the development of launch opportunities from different sites, 
such as London, Singapore, Curacao etc. But this is not yet decided. 
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Commercial flights, rocket industry etc. all pollute – launches are associated 
with pollution of the air, and it is important because when they vehicles/systems 
go high up in the atmosphere, they particles can stay there and leave traces 

" Suborbital flights can possibly research this phenomenon! 

1(9+&,5&+(4&.,664*4-04&,-&933*)90(&+)<9*.5&+(4&6/+/*4&)6&5/>)*>,+9:&6:,?(+5&)6&4B?B&
#'!&A#/*)34J&9-.&$!'!&AO'J;&

• US: 
o Tradition to outsource everything, except space exploration 
o There are parties ready to pay 

! NASA not performing parabolic flights today 
! NASA likey not perform suborbital flights in the future 

• Europe: 
o Europe and ESA does not show a clear motivation to participate to the 

suborbital launch initiative and until now, there is no such parallel 
scheme as outsourcing some of the ESA activities to private sector, 
like it is done at NASA for e.g. parabolic and suborbital flights. 

! So one must have private funding, marketing to perform them. 

1(9+&9*4&5)84&89P)*&0(9::4-?45@?*)<+(&9*495&6)*&5/>)*>,+9:&6:,?(+5;&
• Main problem is money/funding! 
• Does the market exist? 

o There are people with enough money to pay for a tourist ticket, 
perhaps not that many. 

o But researchers are a returning market! 
• Potential for suborbital flights to become “commercial” – fly from point A to 

B on Earth 
o It seems that is a dream for the far far future… It is more like a 

spaceflight with high velocity requiring heat shield for reentry. 
o There are companies today developing this idea 
o Only way to reach a destination quickly today is by private jet. 

K83)*+9-+&3),-+5&6)*&0)839*,5)-&>4+<44-&*4549*0(&3:9+6)*85Q&
• Time in micro-G environment 
• Quality of micro-G environment 
• Time-line for conducting experiment (from selection to performing) 
• Cost of experiment 

o For suborbital flights, the cost will most likely be divided between a 
number of experiments – doing a flight with just one experiment is not 
realistic in terms of cost 

• Volume (physical environment) 
• Proximity to research facilities you might find close or within the 

spaceport/facility. 
o Important, because to be able to perform the experiments we need lab 

facilities (not big) 
o Issue: E.g. Mojave Spaceport: There is quasi nothing there apart the 

hangar from the various companies working there… !
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2015-05-04 
Meeting 1 
Jörg Gumbel, Anna Jonsson 

!"#$%!&
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1(,0(&+2345&)6&4734*,84-+5&9*4&0)-./0+4.&,-&2)/*&6,4:.&)6&*4549*0(&+).92;&&&
• Atmospheric physics, e.g. clouds, composition, modeling (theoretical) 

o 10-150 km, where the focus is around 100 km i.e. the mesosphere 
o Experiments conducted from the ground, from Esrange with sounding 

rockets, with satellites (Odin, MATS) 
• The driver behind the field of research is to answer scientific questions and 

to find a good way to answer them, which leads to the using of the specific 
platforms. 
o The economy and financing is also important. 

1(9+&3:9+6)*85&9*4&+23,09::2&/54.&6)*&+()54&4734*,84-+5&+).92;&1(9+&9*4&+(4&
.*,<4*5&=4(,-.&/5,->&+()54&3:9+6)*85;&

• Sounding rockets (50 years of experience; Built by SSC) 
o Generally difficult to reach mesosphere (e.g. balloon is too low, 

satellites too high), but with sounding rockets it is possible make local 
observations 

! Can understand local interactions of elements (e.g. clouds, air 
composition, charges) 

! Sounding rockets return to Earth. 
o Driver: Important to be able to change the launch date to observe 

specific phenomena. 
o Driver: Important with the opportunity to combine multiple 

instruments with different types of technology (e.g. visual 
observations, contact measurements in the atmosphere, etc.) 

• Satellites 
o Analysis from further away – optical methods, but not possible to 

make local observations in the mesosphere. Satellites can make in-situ 
measurements at higher altitudes, e.g. in the magnetosphere. 

o Gathered data for global large databases 
! Driver: Variation with time and space (physically) 

 
Important note: Today it is essential for this field of research to be able to 
collaborate between different groups who all can contribute to 
comprehensive studies with their own specialties, e.g. measurements of the 
light, electric charges, and other areas.  

1(9+&9*4&+(4&:,8,+9+,)-5&)6&+(4&3:9+6)*85&/54.&+).92;&
• Time to make measurements: 

o The time is short to make the actual measurements. 
o Must specialized instruments, which can measure quickly. 
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• Possible structure to observe: 
o With sounding rockets only vertical measurements possible, not 

horizontal. 
• Time-line for total experiment: 

o The time-line is 2-3 years from application to launch 
o Time is needed for the building of rockets and development and testing 

of technologies 
o With suborbital flights – would it be faster? 

! Would probably still need time for secure financing and 
development/testing of technologies. 

• Number of launches: 
o If it is possible to make more launches within a couple of hours of a 

first launch or even the next day or within the week, it is possible to 
make a whole new kind of series measurements and whole new range 
of possibilities. 

! Example: If one launch detects a cloud that looks strange, then 
it could be possible to make some ten measurements to see if it 
is normal or not. Today that is not possible, and one has 
nothing to relate the obtained measurements from the first 
measurement to. 

! Today, the closest possible time in between launches is two 
weeks. This is true when it comes to refurbishing and re-using 
a single payload. However, it is very possible to launch entire 
salvoes of different payloads more or less simultaneously, e.g. 
3-5 sounding rockets mounted on different launchers. Still, 
suborbital flights may have the advantage of providing us with 
an easier way to perform a number of repeated measurements 
with a given set of instruments during a period of days or 
weeks. 

!  
• Access to payload: 

o With sounding rockets, data is sent with telemetry or stored on hard 
drives. It takes weeks/months to analyze the data. 

o Possible to have experiments where one collects tests, especially after 
return, where suborbital flights would be preferable in terms of 
payload accessibility. 

1(9+&9*4&+(4&6/+/*4&>)9:5&6)*&4734*,84-+5&+)&=4&0)-./0+4.&,-&2)/*&6,4:.&)6&
*4549*0(?4734*+,54;&1(9+&9*4&+(4&6/+/*4&.*4985&9-.&()345&6)*&4734*,84-+5&+)&=4&
0)-./0+4.;&

A goal/dream is to be able to make horizontal observations. (Today it is possible 
to some extent when using a “mother-daughter” approach, where tests 
(daughters) are ejected from the mother and can make measurements on 
horizontally.) 
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• Difficulties and questions: 
o Possible to bring different instruments, when there are higher safety 

demands when humans are involved in the launch and flight. 
! Possible to solve? 
! What will the total cost be? Higher than sounding rockets? 

o Different safety demands on the payload. 
! What will the total cost be? Higher than sounding rockets? 

 
Important note: During conferences, it can be difficult to get answers to these 
questions since the representatives from the companies are more there to “sell 
the product”. What are the actual characteristics of the platform? 

1(9+&4734*,84-+5&9*4&5/,+4.&6)*&5/=)*=,+9:&6:,>(+5;&
The next generation of atmospheric physics researchers could well benefit from 
using suborbital flights as a platform. They can come in and be part of 
developing new ideas, perhaps even together with the flight vehicle companies. 
There is a potential in suborbital flights for atmospheric physics. For example, 
MISU has been part of a proposal to XCOR, as collaborator. 
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2015-05-08 
Meeting 1 
Kristine Danneberg, Olle Norberg, Anna Jonsson 
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O: Suborbital flights in general are an important complement to ISS. Experiments 
that are on ISS have often gone through tests with some type of suborbital flight 
(e.g. sounding rocket or parabolic flight). And with suborbital flights you get the 
experiment back quickly compared to ISS. 
 
O: Concerning the specific concepts, we are mainly just waiting for what the 
companies can deliver. 
 
K: A few years ago ESA studied possible usage of suborbital flights for scientific 
experiments, and reached the conclusion that the cost approximately the same as 
for sounding rockets. 
 
K: Regarding suborbital flights, there could be some difficulties with security 
aspects, because with manned flights there are new demands on the experiments 
that fly with them as payload. 

1)/9.&,+&83&.,::,0/9+&+)&,H<93H3-+&3I<3*,H3-+7&)-&-36&<92+:)*H7G&
K: Many experiments have already been carried out of different platforms, such as 
when testing the experiment first on e.g. parabolic flights and then taking it to ISS. 

!*3&+(3*3&2-4&H2J)*&)87+20937&+)&0(2-;3&:*)H&)-3&<92+:)*H&+)&2-)+(3*G&
O: The time in micro-G is important. Companies like XCOR and Virgin Galactic 
will go to some 120 km, which gives a minute or two in micro-G. Today the 
MASER/TEXUS rockets provide approximately 6 minutes of micro-G, which has 
now become somewhat of a standard. That raises the question of how the micro-G 
quality will be on the new suborbital flight vehicles. 
 
K: In parabolic flights the micro-G quality is lower, but there are many 
experiments conducted in that environment. 
 
O: The limits for changing platforms will be set by the time in micro-G 
environment and the micro-G quality. 

!*3&+(3*3&2-4&)+(3*&)87+20937G&
O: Sounding rockets within ESA programs take a long time from proposal to 
launch. With suborbital flights it could possibly be a faster process. 
 
K: The long waiting time is also a problem for experiments going to ISS. 
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O: In Europe, the experiments are funded by governmental means. The 
experiments are advanced and are made “one-off”. There is also a long time 
between them, which adds to the cost. 
 
O: Most sounding rocket experiments span from a couple of years to 10-12 
years, and there is only one launch. 
 
K: Although using suborbital flights as an experiment platform, the funding 
would also be by governmental means. 

!*3&7/8)*8,+29&:9,;(+7&27&2&<92+:)*H&:2*&2624G&!*3&+(3*3&H2-4&935397&):&.30,7,)-7&+)&
;)&+(*)/;(&3+0>G&

O: Right now, there is only the issue that there are no available vehicles. 
 
K: It could probably be possible to fund tickets for suborbital flights 
experiments, but there are no flights today. 
 
O: With the same budget that we have today, no other changes, the suborbital 
flights would take money, possibly from the sounding rockets missions, which 
would lower the number of launches and perhaps make them more expensive. 

1(2+&2*3&4)/*&+()/;(+7&:)*&+(3&:/+/*3G&
O: Carrier vehicles may be used to launch not only suborbital vehicles, but also 
satellites on a larger scale. Overall there will probably be an increase in 
launching activities. 

%)&4)/&+(,-K&+(3*3&6,99&83&2-4&0)H<3+,+,)-&*3;2*.,-;&92/-0(&7,+37G&
O: Scientists and researchers have a need to be able to access their experiments. 
There are launch sites today that could be used for suborbital flights, e.g. 
Esrange, perhaps Bordeaux as well. 
 
K: There may be a risk that a new platform can be viewed as a threat to the 
existing business. 
 
O: However, it is important to make use of opportunities so that you do not fall 
behind. 
 
K: The Space business is special because it largely funded by governmental 
means. It is not like a common commercial market. And perhaps it would not be 
so easy to fund experiments with e.g. private American companies by European 
public funds. 
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• Microgravity experiments – a tool for the researchers, not exactly an area of 
research in itself: 

o Types of experiments: 
! Material science (Today: X-ray in real-time) 
! Biology 
! Fluids/Sedimentation 

o It is a special area compared to other research areas, because it is 
more of a tool. However, many researchers do not know about it, 
they are so used to gravity, so it can be difficult to drive the 
operations forward. 

! Must view gravity as something that can be altered! 
! Find new researchers interested in this tool – there are 

many possibilities! 
! Market – attract top-tier researchers/scientists. 

• National Sounding Rocket Program (not area of expertise) 

'(6+&-96+1034/&63.&+,-)*699,&8/.7&103&+(0/.&.2-.3)4.5+/&+076,&<=636>09)*&19)?(+/@&
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Platforms used and their drivers: 
• Sounding rockets 

o Unmanned – lower security demands on experiments 
o Relatively cheap (compared to satellites and ISS) 
o Relatively short lee-times, 2-3 yrs (compared to satellites, ISS) 
o Good microgravity quality 
o Flexible (compared to satellites, ISS) – Important because there is a 

need from the researchers for flexibility! 
o Access to payload 

• Parabolic flights 
o Easier and cheaper than sounding rockets 
o More room 
o Manned flights – access to equipment during flight 
o Continuous flights (ESA: 1-2 times/yr) 

• (Historically: Space Shuttle) 

B/&+(.3.&6&5..7&103&0+(.3&*(636*+.3)/+)*/&50+&011.3.7&>,&+(.&-96+1034/&8/.7&+076,;&

<F)4.&)5&3.78*.7&?36E)+,&.5E)3054.5+@&+)4.&+0&-3.-63.&.2-.3)4.5+@&6**.//&+0&

-6,9067@&1857)5?:*0/+/@&.+*GD;&

Historically, the activities have circled around launching Sounding rockets, and 
using Esrange. When the German TEXUS program started, the MASER 
program was initiated. TEXUS started in 1977, and MASER in 1987. 
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• Sounding rockets 
o Time in microgravity is relatively short (compared to e.g. ISS) 
o Difficult to repeat experiment, mostly because of cost/funding 
o No continuity in launch opportunities and application processes 
o Few launch opportunities 

! With more launches, cost per flight can be lowered. 
o Keep documentation demands (e.g. from ESA) at reasonable level 

! Higher demands will drive up the costs, which in turn may 
drive up the demands again…  

! Not the same issue with SNSB 
o Access to rocket engines 

! Supply is decreasing 
! Difficult to produce new engines – There are some 

producers, but on a smaller scale. 
• Parabolic flights 

o Time in microgravity 
o Safety demands (from e.g. ESA) on experiments have been 

increased, which makes it more difficult to conduct them. 

'(6+&63.&+(.&18+83.&73.64/&657&(0-./&103&.2-.3)4.5+/&+0&>.&*0578*+.7;&<H'(6+&)1&

,08&(67&859)4)+.7&6**.//&+0&/-6*.&.5E)3054.5+:1857)5?:.+*G&I&J(6+&J0897&,08&

70;KD;&

• Many launches/flights, e.g. sounding rockets. 
• New vehicles can be both possibilities and viewed as a threat 

o The can complement existing platforms 
o Good to have new possibilities – Potential growth in organization  
o Can work with the experiments from new frames of references 

with new possibilities 
• Issue: What will the costs be? 

o The focus often lies on rocket engines, but there are many other 
costs associated with the whole process of conducting an 
experiment. 

o Can we find new ways to work with this new platform? Many 
flights can possibly lower costs. 

 

'(6+&63.&,083&E).J/&05&+(.&7)11.3.5+&/8>03>)+69&19)?(+&*05*.-+/&6E6)96>9.&+076,&
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Could be a good complement to existing platforms used, also in terms of cost. But 
there is a fear that it will cannibalize on existing platforms. 

• With budgets common for several areas/agencies 
o Will a new platform be a threat to existing operations? 
o However, with low enough prices/costs, researchers can buy tickets 

to suborbital flights themselves, and are not dependent on funding 
from e.g. ESA. 

o Possibly good to loosen the ties between funding by governmental 
means 

• Need to get new players on the market to re-vitalize the business/industry, 
in terms of economy, operation methods, etc. 
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Issues/questions: 

• The altitude is somewhat limiting (~100km) 
• How long time in microgravity will there be? 
• What will the microgravity quality be like? 
• Is it possible to know if there are particles from the vehicle itself or not, 

when making experiments outside the cabin? 

'(6+&)/&+(.&-0+.5+)69:7.4657&103&/8>03>)+69&19)?(+/&J)+()5&,083&1).97&01&

3./.63*(:.2-.3+)/.;&

It would be nice for SSC to make use of suborbital flights and build experiments 
for them. It has become more interesting since the focus has shifted from tourism 
to research. Maybe it is even possible to build experiments and launch in the 
USA in the beginning, but what will e.g. ESA have to say about that… 
 
A potential area is space physics research/aurora research: 
• Have used sounding rockets -> satellites -> Now: sounding rockets again 

->> Can suborbital flights be next? 
• Issue: They want to reach high altitudes – Will that be possible? 

'(6+&309.&70./&+(.&.5E)3054.5+&)5&J()*(&+(./.&E.()*9./&0-.36+.&-96,&103&,08;&

Geographical access: 
• Not an issue within microgravity experiments, in theory 
• Closeness to launch site may increase usage? 
• Within EU is easier because of experiment export costs etc. 
• With many flights continuously, it could potentially be difficult to “be away 

from the home-base”… 
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Josef Winter (JW): 
• Microgravity research 

o Scientists can use reduced gravity to investigate different 
phenomena that are normally superimposed by gravity. 

o Gravity can superimpose effects in areas such as e.g. biology, 
physics, human physiology. 

• The time scale for the investigated phenomenon is determining factor 
o Use different platforms for different time lengths of the 

experiments 
• The microgravity quality also important factor in experiment. Platforms 

used today include: 
o Drop Tower:  10-5 to 10-6 (seconds of microgravity) 
o Parabolic flights: 10-2 (seconds of microgravity) 
o Sounding rockets: 10-4 (minutes of microgravity) 
o Robotic capsules: 10-4 and better 

• Important to know the requirements for the experiment – that decides the 
platform. 

o Issue: What are the specific characteristics of suborbital flights? 
Must know that in order to be able to evaluate it as alternative for 
experiments. 

 
Antonio Verga (AV): 
• Microgravity research/science is studying phenomena in (near) free-fall. 

o Some phenomena react very quickly to reduced gravity 
o Example: Material science – Molten state alloys (stainless steel, 

brass etc.) solidify quickly but this process works completely 
different in absence of gravity. 

o Example: Biology – Cells are able to detect presence of gravity 
vector; plants/humans/etc. grow in one direction because of 
gravity. Individual cells detect shifts in gravity in a matter of 
seconds. 

o Example: Physical science – Diffusion is much weaker 
phenomena than sedimentation, which is studied. 
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AV: 

• To select a specific platform, the experiment is considered. 
o Time scale of conducting the experiment, 
o Response of experiment in absence of gravity, 
o Complexity – which is closely related to the cost of the experiment. 

• Other parameters/side factors 
o Manned vs. Unmanned platforms 

! Example: Experiment containing hazardous substances – 
First step is to consider unmanned platforms; safety 
requirements are more stringent for manned platforms, 
which adds complexity to the experiment. 

o Preparation time also important 
! ISS preparation time is much longer than e.g. sounding 

rockets and parabolic flights. 
! Complexity increases with time and requirements on the 

experiment. 
 
JW: 
• Want platforms with a reasonable cost. 
• Only users of platforms, not part of development of platforms. 
 
AV: 
• Additional important factor: Access 

o Example: Experiments on ISS – a high-quality orbital environment 
for experiments, but must be able to send experiments there, which 
adds complexity to the whole operation. 

o Example: Suborbital experiments – free-fall only fraction of time 
compared to e.g. ISS, but there is no added complexity as when 
sending experiment to the space station. 

C5&+(4*4&9&-44.&6)*&)+(4*&0(9*90+4*,5+,05&-)+&)664*4.&?2&+(4&3:9+6)*85&/54.&+).92<&
JW: 
• Can cover a wide range of characteristics with the platforms used today. 
• Compare suborbital flights with sounding rockets 

o Difference: Suborbital flights are manned – but it is possible 
control sounding rocket experiments from the ground. 

o Difference: Turn-around time.!
 
Note: Turn-around time is not yet proven, Quick turn-around time 
only if no change in experiment hardware.  For 6 minutes flights 
we would expect requirements for changes. Quick turn-around time 
for suborbital depends very much on requirements. If re-testing 
(vibration thermal, leak…) is required in between two flights turn-
around time would be much longer than only hours. Then like for 
sounding rockets.!
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• To evaluate suborbital flights as a platform for experiments, must know: 

o Time in reduced gravity, 
o Quality of reduced gravity, 
o If it is possible to control experiments during flight, 
o Flight ticket cost. 

 
AV: 
• Microgravity research/science is a relatively young discipline 
• Today there is a limited number of experiments being conducted, and the 

frequency constant. 
o In general, scientists evolve faster in this field than the technology 

develops. 
• Trying to match the pace of technology development with the pace of 

science: 
o Consider platforms e.g. parabolic flights, suborbital flights, and 

investigate how to offer suitable platform for scientist’s experiment 
• In general, it is not necessary to expose humans to certain situations, when 

the experiment can be conducted with unmanned platforms. 
o Furthermore, crewed vehicles need extra sub-systems for safety 

reasons, which unmanned flights do not need. This mass can be 
used for experiments instead. 

 
JW: 
• Important to remember that microgravity research is not the same as human 

spaceflight: 
o Physics, biology, etc. – Can use drop towers, flying capsules etc. 
o Issue with manned flight: Presence of people can disturb 

experiments, which can affect the results. 
o Issue with manned flight: Need to shield people onboard 

manned flights from X-rays, hazardous substances etc. It is 
already done today on e.g. ISS, and adds complexity. 

1(9+&9*4&2)/*&E,4F5&)-&+(4&.,664*4-+&5/?)*?,+9:&6:,@(+&0)-043+5&=4G@G&H,*@,-&
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AV: 
• Today, there are many pro’s with unmanned flights. 

o Focus on improving capacity of existing platforms and 
technologies, e.g. develop instruments that can be operated directly 
from ground – this compares well to how scientists work in labs. 

• There are other areas that could possibly make use of suborbital flights, e.g. 
astrophysics, atmospheric research. 

 
JW: 

• Suborbital flights are more developed for tourism… 
• Issue: They are manned. 
• It must be clear what the companies offer and when they are operational. 
• Capabilities must be known for suborbital flights, for instance: 
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o Flight ticket price – Comes back to funding (What do we get for 
the money?) 

o Payload capacity, 
o Flexibility, 
o Important for suborbital flights as a platform to have the possibility 

for telecommand from the ground. 
 

• Would only be interesting if they could offer more than sounding rockets. 
o Compare performance,  
o Compare price tag, 
o Possible access to experiment during flight (as during parabolic 

flights)? 
 

AV: 
• Difficult to see how to use suborbital flights today… 
• For microgravity research/science: Maximizing free-fall conditions 

o Vertical launch and landing are very suitable – which makes 
sounding rockets a good platform to use. 

• Important that systems used should be efficient for the researcher’s 
experiment, and not the other way around! 
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• Human physiology – both fundamental research and clinical applications 
o Lung physiology 
o Circulatory physiology 

• Platforms used: 
o Pressure chamber (ground-based) 

! Investigating what affect the surroundings have 
o Centrifuge (ground-based) 

! Hyper-gravity 
o Parabolic flights (funded by ESA so far) 

! Simulate weightlessness 
! Example: The structure of the lung – how is it affected by 

gravity? 
o ISS 

! Example: investigating fundamental and applicable lung 
physiology  

! Example: Investigating immune system 
• Platforms used is driven by funding 

o Example: Parabolic flight available – take experiment that fits 
parabolic flight. 

! Can look at transients during short period of microgravity 
(which is not possible on e.g. ISS) 

! Can measure unintended overshoots (regulatory systems), 
which do not only happen in microgravity. Even better with 
longer time in microgravity than 20 seconds. 

! Suborbital flights: Important to know condition prior to 
microgravity – must have calm conditions before! Also the 
longer duration (compared to parabolic flights) allows more 
time for measurements.  

o Example: Injection with markers that are tracked during parabolic 
flight. 20 seconds is good, but longer time would be better. More 
possibilities open up if microgravity duration is longer than 20-22 
seconds.  
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• Suborbital flights could potentially be used for some human physiology 
phenomena: 

o 3D orientation 
o Spatial system 
o Cardiovascular system 
o Lung physiology 
o Balance system  
o Exercise physiology  

• Suborbital flights: Maybe possible to do experiments that cannot be 
conducted at ISS? 

• Important key factors that need to be better compared to today’s platforms: 
o Shorter lee-time 
o Accessibility to flight opportunity 

! Flights more often is positive 
o Cost of conducting experiment 
o Less strict demands compared to ISS 

! Is it possible to bring other hardware compared to what is 
possible at ISS? 

o Microgravity time 
o Microgravity level 

! Important for e.g. experiments on the balance system 
o Space/volume to conduct experiment 

! Better with possibility to free-float, but there are 
experiments that do not need so much space in terms of 
hardware. 

! Experiments do not necessarily need to be large in terms of 
space needed. 

o Could possibly be more invasive. 

1(9+&9*4&+(4&6/+/*4&A)9:5&9-.&.*4985&6)*&4734*,84-+5&+)&@4&0)-./0+4.<&1(9+&.)&
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• ISS: Lung physiology experiment, proposal accepted 2014 
o Breathing Helium 

• ISS: New research possibilities, since 2009 
o Lowered pressure together with weightlessness 
o Complex experiments environment 

• Dreams for the future: Want to send more advanced instrumentation to ISS 
o Expensive to adapt existing instrumentation/technology to space 

standards for ISS 
o Some types of instrumentation take up much space… 
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• Experiments in microgravity environment – Physical sciences in space: 
o Material science, 
o Fundamental physics, etc. 

• Microgravity environment: 
o To enable measurements under well controlled simplified boundary 

conditions compared to ground 
o Test numerical models on the space data 
o Trying to bring people together within and across topics – Bring 

different scientific areas together: 
! Use the same words to describe the same phenomena 
! Share experiments, technologies etc. 

• Platforms used: 
o Drop Tower 
o Parabolic flights 
o Sounding rockets 
o ISS 
o Orbiting capsules in the framework of international cooperation 

(Russia, China) 

1(9+&9*4&+(4&.*,>4*5&?4(,-.&/5,-@&+()54&3:9+6)*85<&
• Characteristic time to acquire meaningful measurement points!

o Efficient ways to use budget!!
o Is it possible to scale down experiments and still receive 

meaningful measurements? Yes in some cases, but within limits. 
Often leads to studying transients and not steady-states, but this 
already delivers valuable scientific information.!

• Influence of environment, such as reduced gravity level: from 10-2g on the 
plane down to 10-6g on a free flying capsule in orbit. It is important to stress 
that there are vibrations (accelerations) at different frequencies that are 
specific to each platform and can have a different impact on different 
experiments.!

• Choice of platform:!
o Must know parameters of experiment!

! Example: Characteristic time of the process under study – 
How long free-fall time is needed?!

o Can re-do experiments with new technology – Generate new 
discoveries by getting into higher level of details. 
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o Parabolic flights: Can test model experiment before going to ISS. 

Test the concepts. See transients.!
o Sounding rockets: Have become increasingly expensive!

A)=&.)45&+(4&3*)0455&)6&6)*8/:9+,-@&9-&4734*,84-+&:))B<&
1. First needed: Theoreticians, experimentalists, models (no limit to the 

number of), communicators to challenge each other’s ideas and assess all 
facets of a concept. These scientists are organized in networks supported by 
ESA: the Topical Teams. 
 

2. The experimental concept proposed by the team should be demonstrated in 
the lab. In the first place (without that experience, the scientists cannot give 
details to industry how to make the experiment). The level of performance 
of the subsystems and diagnostics that are required must also be specified 
to assure that the experiment delivers the information needed. 

 
3. Modellers guide the design by trying to predict how the experiment will 

perform and how sensitive it is to parameters. It supports the choice of the 
measurement points and of the accuracy of the measurement devices. Once 
the experiment is performed, modellers can verify if their model predictions 
were correct and this either validates the model or it pinpoints its 
shortcomings. 

 
Proposal to set up network (Topical Team). Revised by ESA’s science committee 
(external independent members). Regarding the Fundamental issue/question: 

a. How is it affected by gravity? 
b. Key question: How to reach state that can be investigated? (Do 

you need to go to space or are ground based free fall facilities 
adequate (and considerably cheaper)?) 

4. Incubator projects or research programs (international) is set up. 
a. For programs, work can be distributed between agencies partners 

of ISS (ESA, Roscosmos, JAXA, NASA, CSA) 
5. Call for formal proposal (Announcement of Opportunity (AO)) is 

mandatory point to get to a formal selection and to allow starting investing 
into the realization of the space experiment) 

6. If selected: 
a. Details for instruments needed (Experiment Scientific 

Requirements (ESR) document produced by the ESA project 
scientist together with the science team) and discussed with the 
payload developers and operations managers (for clarity and 
feasibility assessment) 

b. Define “window” for cost+time vs. scientific output  
c. Engineers can build eventually 
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• Key question: Economically competitive? 
o Suborbital flights: Probably not do so many new things compared 

to what can be done today… 
• Suborbital flights: Possibly a hybrid between parabolic flights and sounding 

rockets. 
o Parabolic flights have evolved in terms of safety 

! What will the demands be in suborbital flights? 
o Sounding rockets built by industry 

! Carry small volumes 
! Withstand rough launch/re-entry conditions 

• Suborbital flights compete with sounding rockets? (Will come back to 
economy of experiment) 

o Telemetry? 
o Controlled from ground? What would be the added scientific value 

of having the scientist onboard operating his instrument in place of 
comfortably sitting on the ground doing essentially the same things 
with the same reaction time? 

o Safety demands different? 
• Suborbital flights: Flight frequency is interesting factor 

o Could be more favourable to use alternative with higher flight 
frequency 

• Issues/questions: 
o Funding: 

! Difficult with governmental money going to the US (if 
flight opportunities are only offered by American 
companies). 

! If national agencies/companies in Europe develop 
suborbital programs, they could be used for e.g. ESAs 
ELIPS program more easily, compared to non-European 
initiatives. 

! National agencies in Europe may have larger possibilities to 
take advantage of non-European flight 
opportunities/initiatives to support their own national 
programme. 

o Humans onboard vehicles: 
! Added difficulty, compared to sounding rockets 
! Do not want something that affects the environment aboard 

the vehicle (disturbing accelerations, vibrations from life 
support system etc.) 

! Difficult for sensitive experiments 
o Return on investment 

! Important to know, but difficult to quantify the scientific 
return – “How important is science?” 
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! Two approaches: experiment costly and guaranteed 
successful, or cheap (in relative terms…) with much lower 
success rate? 
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• Human research 
• Platforms used: 

o Bed rest (ground-based) 
o Isolation and confinement 
o Parabolic flights – microgravity environment 

! Only possible to observe some phenomena 
o ISS – microgravity environment 

1(9+&9*4&+(4&.*,>4*5&?4(,-.&/5,-@&+()54&3:9+6)*85<&
• Long duration microgravity effects!

o Simulate effects on ground!
o Long time in space needed for effects to occur!

• Time in microgravity decides what experiments can be performed!
o Suborbital flights: 5 minutes of microgravity – some cognitive 

aspects could possibly be studied!
o A minimum of 1 hour is enough for meaningful research!

A5&+(4*4&9&-44.&6)*&)+(4*&0(9*90+4*,5+,05&-)+&)664*4.&?2&+(4&3:9+6)*85&/54.&+).92<&
BC,84&,-&*4./04.&@*9>,+2&4->,*)-84-+D&+,84&+)&3*439*4&4734*,84-+D&900455&+)&
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! No. 
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• Today, parabolic flights are used as preparation for longer missions 
o Testing procedures and parts of experiment protocols 
o Could possibly be performed with suborbital flights? 

• Possibility for suborbital flights: Neurology experiments? 
• Important key aspects: 

o Microgravity 
! Time 
! Level 

o How much payload? 
o Who can be aboard vehicle and what can they do? 
o Possible with sampling? 

! Where to store samples? 
! Important: Access shortly before launch and after landing 
! Flexibility: Specific requirements for each experiment 
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o Easy access to launch sites and research subjects 
! What infrastructure is used? 
! Possible to process data on-site? 
! How is data transmitted to researcher? 

1(9+&.)&2)/&544&95&+(4&-47+&/3G9-.G0)8,-@&9*49&6)*&2)/&6,4:.&)6&*4549*0(<&
The ISS is a truly unique research platform. The ISS is critically important to 
our overarching goal and that is to enable future long-duration human 
missions to Moon, Mars and beyond. 
 
The possibilities of what can be discovered by conducting research on the ISS 
are endless and have the potential to contribute to the greater good of life on 
Earth and inspire generations of researchers to come. The ISS serves as a 
platform to extend and sustain human activities in preparation for long-
duration, exploration-class missions. ESA uses the ISS for scientific, 
technological and educational purposes supporting future objectives in human 
space exploration. These objectives include protecting crews from the space 
environment, ensuring crew health through countermeasure development, that 
will protect crew members from the space environment during long-duration 
voyages, evaluate new technologies to meet the needs of future exploration 
missions and develop and validate operational procedures for long-duration 
space missions. 

1(9+&9*4&+(4&6/+/*4&@)9:5&9-.&.*4985&6)*&4734*,84-+5&+)&?4&0)-./0+4.<&
See above. Basically everything that will enable future long-duration human 
missions to Moon, Mars and beyond, i.e. research looking into risk reduction, 
risk mitigation of the negative effects that microgravity has on the human 
body. 
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2015-06-03 
Meeting 2 – Follow-up 
Antonio Verga, Anna Jonsson 
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• Human presence is difficult – Can be an obstacle, for safety reasons 
• Barriers between crew and payload position 

o Autonomous experiments possible? 

:*;&2()*+,-.,&-&<-/,*+&23&/*3,=&
• For sounding rockets and capsules: 

o The cost of flight is only part of the total cost, it is somewhere 
around 20-25% of the total cost of a campaign. Development, 
testing, qualification and other MAIT for the scientific 
payloads/experiments are the rest. 

• Comparable parameters: 
o Parabolic flights differ much from sounding rockets, more 

commercial and not the same flight characteristics, in terms of 
residual gravity levels 

o Generic sounding rocket 
! Flight costs 20-25%, in addition to the price for experiment 

hardware development; 
! 100kg of hardware for the scientific/technical needs of one 

single experiment 
o Mass threshold for typical experiment: 

! Typical payload mass starting at ~100kg 
! Below 50kg is not relevant 

 
Note: Price of individual modules depends very much on the requirements and 
resulting complexity of the module. What counts for comparison with 
suborbital is the flight ticket. The cost for comparable experiments will be 
probably even higher than the one for sounding rockets to due to more 
stringent safety requirements (manned flights).  

&
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• Missing today: Link between vehicle developers and experiment developers 
(there might be already a link between vehicle developers and scientists, 
but that is not enough…) 

o Experiment developers develop the actual hardware and the 
practical operations around science requirements and conducting 
experiments 

o Need to know interfaces, boundary conditions for flight etc. 
because the experiments stimuli, ability to record reaction etc. 
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• New platforms interesting if providers can give a price tag of significantly 
less than 200.000 !, inclusive of all on-board and ground provisions and 
services 

o Payload compartment is to be provided by vehicle developers, 
ensuring the same characteristics aboard sounding rockets. 
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2015-06-03 
Meeting 2 – Follow-up 
Josef Winter, Anna Jonsson 
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• Enough to cover today’s need of researchers: 

o 4 experiments per sounding rocket 
o 3 flights per year feasible (see also past experience on Sounding 

Rockets) 
• Consider the user’s perspective, i.e. users of the platform (the below list can be 

extended): 
o Cost is fundamental 
o Absolute price and what you get for the money 
o “How much kg for how long?” 
o “How much power is provided to payloads?” 
o “Which services are included in the flight ticket?” 

 
Note: Remember development costs for experiments – they differ for manned 
flight compared to unmanned flights 

:1+2&+,/&01+,+02/,342304&3)*(,2+62&2(&96(;&+-(52&+&*.+2<(,)=&
• Interfaces!
• Safety requirements!
• Operating boundary conditions!
• Performance!
• Payload mass!
• Tele-command and data transfer during flight 

o Telecommanding possible? 
• Where would flights take place? 

o Export to e.g. US is complex and costly 

:1+2&+,/&>(5,&?3/;4&(6&21/&73<</,/62&45-(,-32+.&<.3812&0(60/*24&+?+3.+-./&2(7+>=&
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,/4/+,01@/A*/,234/=&
• Companies must be able to specify the above characteristics (see list above) 
• Example: Claiming fast turn-around time 

o It is presented as something positive 
o Must know: How many flights are possible realistically? 

• Will it be possible to do these flights for a cost comparable to sounding rockets? 
(With the same boundary conditions/characteristics) 

o Remember that companies want the development costs back for the 
vehicles. 

o Compare systems on a rational basis – suborbital flight systems are 
much more complex than sounding rockets. How can a more complex 
system be cheaper (in case flights are offered the companies want reach 
break even point with return of investment which is not counted when 
talking about prices for suborbital flights as of today no realistic prices. 
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2015-06-08 
Meeting 1 
Richard Joye, Anna Jonsson 
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• Concept driver: Shortage in small satellite launch opportunities, and launch 

opportunities overall 
• Concept idea: Assembling a system of concepts that already exist today 

o 3-4 stages 
o “Half-aviation-half-space” system 
o Sub-systems exist and have been in production  

! E.g. Engine: 50 year-old Russian engine 
o Work to improve design of existing components 

• Details for e.g. size, altitude are given in ranges because several different 
configurations are possible. 

• Concept aspects (– not only the cost!): 
o Reusable 
o Flexible 

! To/from different parts of the world 
! Microgravity research opportunities, 6-7 minutes of 

reduced gravity in shuttle itself 
! Future: Manned high-speed transport (point-to-point) 

o Recurrent access to space 

1(2+&,3&+(4&=/3,-433&288*)20(<&1(2+&2*4&+(4&.*,64*3&=4(,-.&+(2+&288*)20(<&
• Different approach; working closely with end-users to minimize need for 

brokers and thus lowering costs. 
o Example: Satellite manufacturer/developer that want to launch its 

satellites for a specific mission 
• Design is not fixed 

o Flexible enough to customize for specific missions 
o “Customers come to S3 with their ideas” 

• Drivers behind model: 
o Affordable – not only cheap 

! Use standard/existing technologies/components – saves 
development costs and lowers price on launch opportunity 
for customers. 

o Flexibility 
! Reusability brings prices down over time 

o “Plug-and-play” 
! Example: Launch within a few days, compared to weeks 

for current satellite launch systems 
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• The customer can come to S3 and present the design and goals 
o Example: Want to demonstrate end-product in 3-4 years – S3 can 

align the design alongside the development of the launch system. 
o Example: Earth observation service – S3 can work to find 

integrated solution including satellites. 
• The level of detail is dependent on end-product/intended result 

o Will it need to be dedicated launch or general system? 
o Development cycle lengths vary with the project 
o Possibility to work closely with customer from early on in process 

if needed 
! Example: With a larger satellite, an earlier start is better 

1(2+&2*4&+(4&5/+/*4&*4342*0(&)88)*+/-,+,43&?,+(&':;3&64(,074&3A3+49<&
• About the system itself: Possible with dedicated flights for 

scientific/academic purposes. 
• Microgravity related research 

o On-board experiments within the shuttle itself with ~6 minutes of 
reduced gravity possible 

o Upper bay can be emptied and can carry payload 
• Use satellites for experiments 

o Reduced gravity for a few weeks 
o Can be additional platform, using suborbital flight to reach orbit 

• Up-and-coming area: Life in space – need to test technologies and systems 
• Example: Pharmaceutical company: 

o Want follow-up to ISS experiment 
o Send experiments to space every month? – Would be interesting, 

but not possible today because of cost and launch opportunities 
! Today: Not enough launch opportunities 
! Today: Maybe need to use different launch systems – 

integration needed between system, logistics needed 

>)?&.)43&':&0)772=)*2+4&?,+(&.,554*4-+&2@4-0,43&2-.&)*@2-,D2+,)-3E&3/0(&23&#'!<&
• Regular meetings with ESA 

o Registered to be official platform in the future, currently pending 
approval. 

• Governmental agencies and organizations have their specific processes and 
it takes time 

o Different situation in e.g. Europe compared to the US 
! The US have more private contractors – more freedom 
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• Today: Lack of suitable platforms for research in suborbital flights 

o Launches are associated with high costs and many risks 
o Future: Want to create “stream-lined” operations for launching e.g. 

satellites with experiments – within a decade 
• Goal: Open up access to space – leading non-US provider of launch 

opportunities 
o Create opportunities for more private companies, universities etc. 

• Enabling new businesses and business models 
o Example: Small satellites can be used by companies to develop 

their business 
o Biotech. companies, space exploration, Life in space, etc. 
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2015-07-09 
Meeting 1 
Harry van Hulten, Anna Jonsson 
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• Mark III – “Affordable launch opportunities for small satellites” 

o Discussion on details is as open as possible due to security. 
o NLR, Dutch aerospace laboratory has made feasibility study of 

Mark III to LEO 

D(-&7)?62)4&.)7).+*?&23&*(-&5-(+.6-&E&F()*&42-,&+,&+1.6/4-C&
• The figures in the Payload User’s Guide are the figures of maximum 

payload weight that can be added to a payload location 
o The experiment payload is less 
o Support structure etc. is included in this number 

• XCOR works with payload integrators globally 
o These are specialized companies, experts 
o Can build support structures (custom made or standardized) 
o Provides power plugs etc. to the vehicle’s payload locations 

• Scientists/researchers have very different needs – XCOR wants to 
accommodate as many as possible 

'()*&F+66&*(-&36+G(*&-15+0218-1*&H-&6+A-&21&)&4-*)+6-4&6-5-6C&
• Today, the flight environment is modelled 
• Engine is under development 

o Can extrapolate from that for the operational model 
o Start flying Lynx in the end of 2015 with 2 engines 

! Fly spectrometers from ESA, which will give good 
information on flight environment 

o Can fly Lynx with 4 engines in 2016 
• In general, XCOR knows the flight environment from previous experiments 

'()*&F+66&()77-1&+1&*(-&,(20*I*-08&)14&621GI*-08&3/*/0-&320&9:;<C&
• Roll-out at the end of 2015 (or early 2016) 

o Mark I (not up to space) 
• Start flying – operational flights 

o Mark II – up to space 
o 12-18 months after Mark I is finished, i.e. early 2017 
o Mark II compared to Mark I: 

! Outside is “same” 
! Inside is different (liquid oxygen tanks)  

o Uncertainties are smaller for Mark II after Mark I has been tested 
o Mark II operational before end of 2017 

• Tickets sold: 300 (Both Mark I and Mark II) 
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• Mark III: 
o Structural changes compared to predecessors 
o Can be tested about 2-5 years after Mark II is completed (depends 

on technical maturity, funding etc.) 
• Follow-up on the Lynx: 

o Quick access to LEO 
o Maybe in 10 years time 

• XCOR’s goals: 
o Open up space to a broader audience 
o Operational flights for both commercial and research purposes 

• The future of XCOR as a company: 
o XCOR is entrepreneurial company 
o With success – acquired? Go public? 
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Appendix B

Other emerging suborbital flights companies

Compared to Virgin Galactic and XCOR, there are a few companies that are in roughly the
same stage of development, for instance Blue Origin and Sierra Nevada Corporation. There are
some non-US companies developing future suborbital vehicles. An example of a company that
has expanded in recent years is Swiss Space Systems. This Appendix gives a brief overview of
the suborbital flight vehicles that these companies are developing.

B.1 Blue Origin

Blue Origin is a privately funded American company that develops and manufactures vehicles
and technologies for human space transportation. Their suborbital system is called New Shep-
ard. It consists of a reusable booster stage and a top-mounted capsule, see Figure B.1. In
April this year, a developmental test of New Shepard launched and reached the test altitude
of approximately 93 kilometers [1]. The commercial flights with New Shepard are aimed at
roughly the same altitude, namely 100 kilometers [2].

Figure B.1. The New Shepard vehicle. Booster stage at bottom,
capsule at top of vehicle. Source: http://boingboing.net/2015/04/30/
jeff-bezos-blue-origin-just.html.

Inside the capsule of the New Shepard, there are six separate positions dedicated for either
astronauts or payload. According to Harwood, the vehicle is designed to take ”three or more
astronauts”, which is referring to different possible combinations of astronauts and payloads
[11]. Blue Origin offers the possibility of accompanying one’s payload during flight [2].

The New Shepard vehicle has a vertical take-off, and vertical powered landing for the booster
stage. There is little recent information and data on the specifics of the flight profile and the
reduced gravity environment. However, in 2010 Lai describes that the capsule separates from
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the booster stage and after a period of approximately 3 minutes in reduced gravity, it lands
using parachutes [14]. Furthermore, the level of reduced gravity is in the order of 10−3g or
better [14].

To-date, there is little detailed information on the possible payload capacity and payload
distribution onboard New Shepard. However, there is some information regarding the specified
positions where payload can be placed, i.e. the aforementioned six positions inside the capsule.
Payload of up to around 22.5 kg can be mounted in single standardized payload lockers, specif-
ically designed by Blue Origin [2]. Blue origins also offers a smaller payload locker of half the
size and capacity. The lockers can be mounted on top of each other.

Furthermore, the capsule can provide power and other services to the payload. Although
not specified in an overall payload configuration, there are details presented in relation to the
payload lockers mentioned above. The capsule can deliver with 28 Volts of DC at a peak of 200
Watt power [2]. Data interfaces to the payloads for on-board data storage is provided, as well
as vehicle telemetry and camera.

B.2 Sierra Nevada Corporation

Sierra Nevada Corporation is a private American electronics systems provider. It has devel-
oped a spacecraft called the Dream Chaser. Dream Chaser is a reusable lifting-body with the
possibility to launch in many different ways, including crewed launch on the Atlas V heavy lift
rocket [20]. It is aimed at performing orbital flights, including docking with the International
Space Station. Although not specifically intended for suborbital flights, the vehicle will be able
to perform such flights. Dream Chaser is planned to have its first orbital test flight in November
2016 [21]. Figure B.2 shows the Dream Chaser vehicle.

Figure B.2. Dream Chaser by Sierra Nevada Corporation. Source: https:
//commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Dream_Chaser_pre-drop_tests.6.jpg.

Dream Chaser has room for seven people. It is possible to fly it with reduced crew or
even without crew in a fully automated configuration [22]. Dream Chaser will launch vertically
mounted to a separate launch system. After separation and conducted flight, Dream Chaser will
reentry the atmosphere and land horizontally. At reentry, the vehicle will experience gravity
loads of about 1.5g [22]. For flights with payloads onboard, there are specific payload config-
urations. To-date, information on specific configurations is limited, with no details available.
However, Roth states that payload can be integrated in four standardized middeck lockers [20].
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B.3. SWISS SPACE SYSTEMS – S3

B.3 Swiss Space Systems – S3

Swiss Space Systems, S3, is a Swiss aerospace developing and manufacturing company founded
in 2012. S3 is developing a reusable vehicle called SOAR. It is designed to take satellites of
up to 250 kg into low Earth orbit [25]. However, SOAR will also be available for other types
of flights. Although unspecified in number of passengers, experiments and the cost for such a
flight, the vehicle may also be used for suborbital flights unrelated to the launch of satellites
[24].

The vehicle will be assembled from components that already exist today, such as for example
the engine and other subsystems [12]. Using standard technologies that currently exist lowers
development costs and creates a flexible design. Detailed information on vehicle characteristics,
the flight profile, possible payload configurations and other specifications is not available as of
now. However, according to Joye, S3’s business approach includes working closely with the
end-customer, enabling tailored solutions for each specific mission [12]. Figure B.3 shows the
SOAR vehicle.

Figure B.3. SOAR by Swiss Space Systems. Source: https://www.pinterest.com/
iloveswissmade/swiss-aviation-aeronautics-and-aerospace/.
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